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FOREWORD

The study reported in this monograph developed from.avariety of sources. Mr. Kelly's interest and knowledge inthis area is a prominent source.. His participation asResearch Artthropologist with the Department of Rehabilitati nis another. The Department of Rehabilitation sponsoredand administered the Navajo Rehabilitation Project, fundedby the Vocational Rehabilitation AdmirAstration and thePreparatory Training Project, funded ty the Department ofLabor and Health, Education and Welfare. Both projectswere concerned with vocatiolal
rehabilitation of theNavajo Indian.

As professional participants in these projects, Mr.Kelly and Mr. Cramer evolved this urbanization study. Asthey indicated, if rehabilitation is to be successful withdifferent cultural groups, we must know something of theproblems of urbanization which they face. The results ofthis study, therefore, provide rehabilitation personnelwith an understanding of the cross-cultural transitionprob ems now faced by one particular group -- the Navajo.
The findings reported herein should provide manysocial service agencies aad organizations some furtherinformation concerning the needs existing in cross-cultural transition. 2 sincerely hope we can all benefitin making changes and/or revisions in social programs inLight of the information provided. This is a needed stepif we truly intend to "help° other cultural groupsparticipate i4 our larger culture.

Dr. Ronald A. Peterson,
Chairman
Department of Rehabilitation
Northern Arizona illiversity

ii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
In 1950, Ralph Beals called for research by

anthropologists
and sociologists on urbanization and acculturation of minority
segments of the general population (1951). Since Heald'
address, some

anthropologists have become
interested in the

"urbanization" of native Americans, minority groups, andpreviously rural societies in North America and elsewhere.
Studies dealing with American Indians in urban centers are
becoming nunerous Three large Midwestern cities, St. Louis,
Milwaukee, and Chicago and the Indian components in each have
been briefly

surveyed by Ritzenthaler and Sellers (1955) and
Verdet (1961).

California cities, Los Angeles and San Francisco,
and the adjustment of relocated Indians in them have been
researched by Ablon (1963, 1964) and Martin (1964). Indians
in other major western cities, Denver and Albuquerque, have
been studied by Graves and his associates (1965) and Hodge(1965a,1965b). Indians living in smaller cities and towns have
been studied by Hurt in South Dakota (1962) and Leubben (1962,
1964a, 1964b) in a southern

Colorado mining town. Rapid City,
South Dakota, has seen three studies of Indian residents
(Lindquist 1952, Lovrich 1952, and White 1960). At least one
Bureau of Illdian

Affairs-sponsored survey of Living
conditions

in Southwestern "border towns" has been accomplished(Lautzenheiser and others
1952.Cadman and others 1952).Most of these studies, except those by Hurt, LeubbenLautzenheiser and others, and Ritzenthaler and Sellers, are of

governmentally relocated families and individuals in large
cities often far from Reservation homelands. More research
seems needed in smaller cities and towns closer to Reservations
where

"self-relocated" Indians may migrate. To partially fill
this gap in urban

studies and to assist the personal adjust-
ment, counseling, and job placement phases of the NavajoRehabilitation Project of Northern Arizona University (formally
Arizona State College), a brief research survey was designed
and funded by a $2400 grant from the Migrant Worker Ministry,
Arizona Council of Churches. The research project, titled
Urban Acculturation Survey, was accomplished by the authors
during the summer months of 1965 . Conditions described or
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factual data given refer to the July-August period of 1965.
The results presented here are not to be considered as final
or definitive since the survey was limited by available
time, money, and personne?. The survey, was, in essence,
simply an overview. we hope other researchers many become
interested in continuing such work and would welcome a full
scale project. Suggestions for future work below indicate
possible directions that other researchers may take.

Survey research was designed to gather specific data in
three areas - demographic, sociological, and anthropological.
Demographic data were obtained from Bureau of Census publica-
tions as well as from unpublished maps and statistical tables.
The sociological unit included research on patterns of
employment, housing, economic impact of Indian consumers, and
settlement pattern within urban centers. Anthropological
information was gathered on inter-group attitudes, view of
city living by Indian residents, acculturative processes
obtaining in the city as shown by participation in town life,
and establishing descriptive categories of Indian urban
residents. Interviews with about 50 non-Indians in employment
housing business, and other professions were held in both towns;
about 35 were from Flagstaff. See Appendix A for interview
form used. Interviews were held with about 45 Indian residents,
all but' 10 from Flagstaff. Two forms were used; Appendix B
illustrates the original form which was too long to administer
in most situations and was abandoned early in the study period.
Appendix C is the greatly shortened interview form which was
used for nearly all interviews. This latter form was used as
an open-ended set of questions which probed attitudes that we
felt indicated general acculturation and adjustment in a short
interview period. Interviews with Indian residents were largely
held on the job. Indian informants were not selected at
random but we believe were representative since an attempt was
made to includepersons of various tribes, different job levels,
age and sex groups, and time in either town. Informants were
located through friends, employers and other informants. It

is reco9nized that some informants withheld opinions, perhaps
misunderstood questions, or were influenced by the immediate,
surroundings, but for the most part we believe responses were
accurate. Additional sources for data in all three research
areas were newspaper articles, field observations, and partic
pation in various events involving Indian residents.
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-theses tested by survey research were the fol_ow g:

Acculturation between American Indian groups and"Anglo" culture becomes accelerated in urbanizedareas having a population of at least severalthousand or more persons because of various factorsfound only in "Anglo" established urban areas.
2. Anglo-established Reservation towns are helpfulintermediate steps in adjustment from rural tolarger urba communities.

Off Reservation northern Arizona towns as mediumsize urban areas having other etbnic-racialminorities and having historical contact withIndians are easier places for Indians to live inthan larger urban areas with less historicalcontact and smaller ethnic groups-

4. Pueblo-dwelling Indians such as Hopi experienceless disruptive influences than non-Pueblodwellers because of their familiarity with villa e-town life and other reasons.

Unfortunately, not enough informants had previously livedin Reservation "agency towns"; therefore, this hypothesis couldnot be answered. The conclusions and discussions relative tothe other hypotheses are in Chapter 6.

Terminolo-ical Notes

There exists confusion in terminological f-ameworks bywhich one may discuss the cultural situation of Indian personsresiding in urban areas as examplified by Flagstaff and Winslow.Certainly the studies mentioned above contain instructiveterminologies, but each researcher seems to be feeling adifferent part of the elephant of nomenclature- describing theanimal from different vantage points.

The term "urbanization" is most often employed to describeIndian populations in towns and how they got there, but usageof the term varies widely. Abion uses urbanization to discuss
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the establishment of new American Indian ethnic groups andtheir new sociological associations in urban areas (1964).Hurt sees urbanization as the adjustment
patterns of Indiansto urban environments (1962). Lew.;.s Worth, in a classicarticle, believes that urbanization "...refers to thatcumulative accentuation of the characteristics distinctiveof the mode of life which is associated with the growth ofcities..." (1938:5).

Sociologist-demographer Kingsley Davisdefines urbanization as "The proportion of the total popula-tion concentrated in urban settlements, or else to a rise inthis proportion" (196541). Julian H. Steward has viewedurbanization from several points ranging from its effects ona folk culture in the Redfieldian sense to a process governedby laws, competition, or social differentiation and he_statesthat these wide meanings allow different inter-disciplinaryapproaches (1950:92-3).

While some social scientists such as the above useurbanization in a limited or very broad way, a common meaningapparently centers around the process whereby completesocieties or cultures undergo historical changes in settle-ment pattern, economics, demographic statistics, values,socio-religious organizations, and often subsistence patternsfrom non-concentrated, rural to concentrated, urban lifeways.As an example, sociologist Reissman states "Urbanizationis a term we can use to denote the social
transformation ofsocieties" (1964:208). Since this term usually is appliedto whole societies or is used in various ways anC since_noSouthwestern native culture has become urbanized according tothe above, another descriptive term must be found.

A better term to describe American Indians in cities andtowns is urban acculturation, here defined as that part of the:ultural situation of change when different peoples meet, e.g.,tcculturation, which relates to segments or components of7ural societies resident in urban centers who become trans-:ormed by cultural influences fouhd only in the urban centers1 another society. Acculturative conditions singular tobe urban milieu include the following:

1. Greater number of agents of change who represent avariety of subcultures, interest groups, orinstitutional components.



Greater accessibility to inventory of materialitems-

3. Greater exposure to different legal, religious,economic, and social values of the urbanizedsociety.

4. A necessity to conform to mechanics of ur dailylift!, e.g., language usage, rent, utilities, cashecoromics, and relationships with others who arenot Rin.
,

. Greater spectrum of behavior to observe.
A poSsible,change in settlement pattern and landutilization.

7. Greater exposure to mass cornrnunica
dia.

Urban centers of northern Arizona as combinations of these
elements thus differ from trading post, school, mission, agency
community, or casual

individualized contact situations in that
all elements operate simultaneously in a smaller space andtherefore are concentrations of people, in which culturalinfluences and acculturative forces are accelerated. One may
use urban

acculturation to discuss groups such as relocatedfamilies, groups of trainees brought to a factory, specific
age groups, or tribal groups as compared to other tribalgroups in cities.

Another useful concept is
transculturalization defi ed by

EaLlowell. as "...the process whereby individuals under avariety of circumstances are temporarily or permanentlydetached from one society, and come under the influence of
its customs, ideas, and values to a greater or lesser degree.
...It is a phenomenon that involves the fate of persons
rather than changes in

socio-oultural systems" (1963:523)
While Hallowell uses his concept to discuss the

"Indianization"
of Europeans and American Negros, it is useful in tracing the
fortunes of individuals in cities and the establishment of
typologies of American Indians as urban residents such as
those of Hurt (1962) and Hodge( (19654), Such typologies are
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seriatiois of urban tr suLtuxa2izatiori. or the personalac cu ion of individuals in urban tinge.Thus, individuals may be aescribed in terms of trans-cultrualization as defined above, groups of individualsrepresenting sone type of urban-Located segments of a largerrural society may be discussed in terms of urban acculturation.
It would seem that in rtost current studies of American Indians
in cities the tenn urbanization is used when urban acculturation
is meant. The terms outlined above may be arranged in a
hierarchy dependent on the nunbers of persons involved;1.3rbanizat1on, urbaxi acculturation, traxisculturalization and
urban transcul tura lization.

The definition o f " u rb an areas° also varies. As Davisrernaries, the demographic difference between a rural settle-ment a-nd an urban settlement is often arbitrary and variesfrorn country to country (1965;42). He states further that"urbanized area" is used in official United States statistics
to near cities of 50,000 or larger (1965:42) . But in sparsely
populated regions as northern Arizona cities of 10 to 25,000
certainly are urban areas, comparatively speaking. With itspresent population of approximately 24,500 persons, Flagstaff
is the larges t city in Arizona` s five northern counties(Coconino, Apache, Navajo, Mohave , and Vavapai) and standseigh.t in population of all Arizona cities (The Arizona Daily

Sun, Jan. 1S, 1966). Vinslow's present population is about10-0CP0. Zech city serves Large areas as centers for economic,
governmental, legal, and various social functions and there-fore, while each town would not be termed an urban area officially
2er-haps, their Locations arid functions make each an urban
renter as loosely defined and comparatively described above."Indian resident" is similarly loosely defined in this
tudy. The -ase of an arbitrary length of time, such as six
onth5, a year, or more than a year, is not feasible since
he data will not allow fine distinctions and also because any
ength of time Indian families or individuals live in either
srni is part of the urban acculturation process. As will be

?...en, data exists on length et residency varying from summer-
Lae to decades and therefore an arbitrary time would be falsed artificial. "Indian resident" does no-t mean visitations, persons for shopping, visiting cr recreation; it simplyans 'hose who have lived or live in eithol- rfti ength of time.



CFRPTER :2:

FIAGSTAFF AND WINSLOW: TWO NORTHERN ARIZONA COMMUNITIES
To set the stage fox the following chapters, an introdtiction to both cities is in order (Fig. As with manyother western towns, Flagstaff and Winslow owe their beginninto railroad line construction and subsequent development ofranctng, lumbering, and farming around suitable points alOngta railroad route. These activities provided an economicbase which was latex supplimented by tourism, national war_effort, industry, and special installations suchas Federal an(State educational and medical units. Indian migration to suchcenters has occurred in the last 25 to 30 year-a, a period inwhich both towns were expanding in economics, population, andspace.

In the Navajo
language, Flagstaff is called kinAini,"Many houses" which also refers to Durango, Colorado and isused to mean "town" (Wall and Mogan 1958:40). A varient phraseis khin,rani dokoo skid biyag, "houses below the San FranciscoMountains" (Franciscan Fathers 1910:134). Winslow is calladbeesh sinil, "iron lying on the ground",

a reference to rail-road rails (Wall and Mogan 1958:17). In Hopi, Flagstaff isnevatukwiovi, a reference to the place where snow stays a longtime (on the San Francisco Peaks) and Winslow is homoloviactually the name of a ruin near Winslow which figures in Hopiclan origin legends, meaning "place of the mosquitos".
flastaff

With the pushing of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad(now Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe) across northern Arizona in1881-83, came groups of construction
workers, "tent traders"and others who often remained behind the advancing railhead tohomestead or start businesses. Such groups and individualsremained in the San Francisco Peaks region and establishedsmall farms, ranches, and businesses (see Kelly 1965). Whileno largo Indian groups were displaced by this activity sincethe aavasupai who had ranged in the Peaks area were containedwithin their reservation in the 1880-1900 period, there wereproblemswith Anglo desires for Navajo-occupied land. The land

14
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problems and con -ict between Aglo tocknen and gavajos in theLittle Colorado River region in 1090 with a gun-battle betweena Sherrif's posse and a group of Navajo men, resulted: in twoNavajo killed, One posseman killed and one wounded. Some ofthe Navajo were tried for cattle rustling and resisting arrestbut were acquitted on selfdefense. In 189,, 16 Navajo familieswere forcably expelled from a large area immediately southeastof the Grand Canyon by a party of armed men from Flagstafflead by a sherrif (Correll 1966a). The land was ultimatelyrestored by Presidential order in 1917. Certain lands nearLeupp were disputed also in this period but were included inreservation areas in 1901. (Correll 1966b). Lumbering wasadded to sheep, cattle, and crop raising as the economicsupports of Flagstaff for the next four decades.
In the 1920's,

tourism increased and has now eclipsedalmost all other economic supports. Historical studies ofFlagstaff include an anniversary edition of the Arizona DailySun in Flagstaff
(March 17, 1959), an autobiography of apioneer (Hochdereffer 1965), masters theses (Miller 1954,Euler 1949, TUrley 1949, Wallace 1949, Shock 1952, Daniels1960) and miscellaneous articles in the Museum of VorthernArizona's quarterly, plateau.

Flagstaff lies in a Ponderosa pine foret at an elevationof 7000 feet (Fig. 3). 'It is a city of about 25,000 peopleand is physically divided east and west by a city-owned mesaand small canyon. The Santa Fe Railroad and US Highway 66provide a line_of
demarcation with neighborhoods south of thehighway and railroad generally called "southside". Even thoughthe city has one government, eastern areas axe commonly calledEast Flagstaff and there are clubs, organizations, and churchesparalleling those in West Flagstaff, a name less commonlyused. Various privately developed areas of Flagstaff arecalled by subdivision names and we have named the Guadalupe,Armory, and South San Francisco Streets neighborhoods fordescriptive purposes.

Ethnic and racial distribution in Flagstaff, known insome detail from a September 1965 census, can be summarizedas follows;
Spanish-American: Sunnyslope, general southsideareas, and scattered

throughout West Flagstaff; Negro:Brannen Homes and South San Francisco Street, some scattered
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in
Sunnyslope; Ame ican Indian:

Sunnyslope, C ark Homes,

Brannen Homes, general southside, few scattered in Greenlaw,

Armory, and peripheral
locations;

Chinese-American: Central

Business District and
subdivisions northof the Central

Business District;
Anglo-Americans:

throughout all areas

but heav est
concentrations in Greenlaw, northern areas of

West
Flagstaff, and newer developing peripheral

subdivisions.

One indication of the
linguistic and cultural

composition

of Flagstaff was shown by a published statement that almost

half of the students in city schools are bilinguals (The
Arizona Dav Sun, Jan. 11, 1-966).

The older part of the city grew near the bahks of a

small stream, Rio de Flag, and
presently much of West Flag-

staff lies in the drainage and valley of the stream. East
Flagstaff also lies on an alluvial fan below Elden Mountain

and is drained by a small stream. In both
sections of the

city,,land raises from south to north and east to west to

mountain masses and mesas. City growth is hampered by
Coconino National Forest Lands, city lands, or other

pliblic

lands except to the east and south. Half of the present
ecenomic base is said to be composed of tourism

and tourism
related sources, followed by Northern Arizona

University,
lumbering,

governmental agency payrolls, other
industries,

and reaching (Chamber of Commerce
information).

Flagstaff's growth in recent decades has been in an
eastward direction and smaller

developments toward the north

and south. The annexation of,large tracts caused remarkable

population increases in the late 1950's and early
1960's.

City growth seems assured.

Flagstaff's relations t ward
northern Arizona Indians

began as limited
trading,

missionary,*governmental contacts

but as described
above, all contacts were not

friendly.

The city served as base of
operations and shipping point for

traders,
missionaries, and agents;

influences emmenated from

Flagstaff to the
Indians, not both ways as it is doubtful if

many Navajo or Hopi or other
Indians visited Flagstaff prior

to World War II.
<E2s.eib1y the most

important contact of the

city and nearby Indian groups has
been,the 4th of July Pow

Wow
celebration, begun in 1929. Probably no more than a few
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Indian families lived in Flagstaff prior to the World war 11,
period and contacts of Flagstaff townspeople with neighboring
Indians before the war were employment in outlying ranches,
visithtions by missionaries, occasional attendance by Anglos
at certain ceremonials, trading post purchasing, and govern-
mental business.

Roads to the western section of the Navajo Reservation
and US Highway 66 were completely paved in the 1930's. Roads
to the Hopi Reservation villages were complccely paved in the
.1950's. The lack of roads, automobiles and trucks, and
communication resulted in an attitude of Navajos, as explained
by Adams for the shonto area,. that Flagstaff and other northern
Arizona border towns were remote, unimportant, and largely
unlnowm tcithe Shonto Navajo (1963:50). Adams states that
before 1940 very few Shonto Navajo had been to Flagstaff
(1963:257).. With the establishment of the Navajo Army Depot
(formally Navajo Ordinance Depot) in 1942, paving of roads,
promise of work, increasing automotive transportation, and
decreasing reliance on stock and agriculture for subsistence.
Hopi and Navajo families moved to the Indian Village on the
military base and to Flagstaff in sizable numbers fOr the
first time. With this movement, thepresent urban pattern
begins to develop.

WinslaW_ ..

As with Flagstaff, winslaw was settled by railroad
workers and others in the early 1880's. Ranching was the
initial industry, followed by lumber and Santa Fe railroad
shops. Like Flagstaff, tourism began to become important
to Winslow 'economy in the 1930's, but unlike Flagstaff,
railroad employment have been a prime economic stimulus.
Winslow is a division headquarters fic): the Santa Fe which
provides employment for many residents. It is a town of
about 10,000 and is at an elevation of 4856 feet (Fig. 4).
The city is in the valley of the Little Colorado River
which flows northward east of the city. The environment
is rolling semi-arid alluvial river 'terraces, sandstone
outcrops, and is reLatively treeless. The city is nearly
at the same elevation in all neighborhoods but the land
raises slightly to the northwest. To the north, the Hopi
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Buttes and Mesas can be seen. To the south, the topography
becomes rolling, forested, and higher

elevation. The city
is not divided by any landform but like Flagataff Highway 66
and Santa Fe Railroad serves to separate the small "Southside"
neighborhoods froth the rest of the city. These southside
neighborhoods are smaller than those of Flagstaff, are close
to lumber mills, and some land is owned by the Santa:Fe.
Unlike Flagstaff, Winslow contains the enclaved Laguna
Colony as an Indian

component in pre-World War I/ years.
About 30 Laguna families were brought to Winslow in 1922
to work in railroad

round house shops and were housed in
converted boxcar homes on railroad

property. Now most do
not work for the Santa Fe company but remain in boxcar homes.
There has been some intermarriage of Lagunas, Hopis, and
Navajos.

Winslow is closer to Reservation boundaries than Flag-
staff. North of Winslow, the Navajo

Reservation boundary
is 15 miles away, the Hopi Mesas 60 miles, but roads are
only paved short distances from city limits. It may be
assumed that shorter distances to an Anglo

center results in
greater and more sustained contact between the Hopi, Navajo,
and Winslow

towndwellers. Winslow serves as a base formissionary and
church-related activity and traders as does

Flagstaff.

Distribution of ethnic and racial
components of Winslowb

population is gained from city directories, and fieldobservations.
Spanish-speakers live in "southside" locations

as do some Negro and Indian families, but many Indian andSpanish-Americans live in the western end of town, near the
Bureau of Indian Affairs Winslow Dormitory and the junction
of the east and west-bouad lanes of US 66. This general
areas is known locally as "Indian City".

Chinese-Americans
are scattered but generally are near the business district
and eastern part of town. English apeakers are most heavily
represented in the northern half of the major

residential
area and in the newer Desert View subdivision. City growth
has been to the north, northwest, and to the east somewhat.
A United States Public Health Service Indian Hospital was
built in 1929 and the Bureau of Indian Affairs Dormitory
opened in 1956. Both are on the

western side of thecity,

21
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near centers of Indian population. Winslow has a city-
sponsored Indian Center begun in 1960 which is located half-way between the Indian City neighborhood and the Central
Business District.

WhileWinslow apparently did not feel the rational wareffort as strongly as Flagstaff with the Navajo Army Depot,Winslow's economy was affected by increased railroad trafficand the later installation of a radar guidance system stationten miles west of town, now a job Corps Center. Unfortunately,there is less detailed information available on Winslow
history, population growth and composition, and the develop-ment of the Indian resident components. Probably the growth
of the Indian City neighborhood began during World War_IIsince the Santa Fe round house is nearby as is the IndianHospital. The neighborhood continued to increase due to the
construction of the dormitory in the 1950's.

As it may be seen froi,1 the above description, Flagstaff
and Winslow are different i-i size, environment, distanceto and from reservation population centers, and in availabledata. Other differences are in activities developed for
Indians- Flagstaff's Pow Mow andWinslow's Indian Center
(both are described below) and the intercity distribution ofIndian residents. Both towns have Federal agencies which
provide employment for Indian residents. Both towns have
low-cost housing development as well-as poorer housing, and
similar economic supports of tourism, lumber, ranching, andother industries.' From each town, missionaries, traders,tourists, and others enter Reservation lands and while
contacts have varied from person to person and event to
event, in general,, contacts from town dwellers have beenfriendly and conductive to receptive culture cbange situations.

Changing Demogranhv of 1- s aff Wns1ow & Surroundin- Re.ion

It may be assumed that expanding reservation populationswould result in considerable population movement off reser-vation via relocation programs, self-relocation on a temporary
or permanent basis, or seasonal migration. It may be
postulated that such movements may result in enclaved groupsin towns, poor" outh of the trackW living conditions, or
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ghettos. As will be seen below, movement of reservationdwellers seems to have tapered off in Flagstaff and Winslosince 1960 and that differing patterns of urban settlementin each town has resulted from various factors.
Unfortunately,

for many demographic facetsof reservation or town growth no
data are available and therefore certain topics are notdiscussed.

Me are interested in three aspects of local demography;gross population of persons classified by the Census Bureaa
as American Indians in urban as well as reservation areas,the composition of the population in each town, and thedistribution of those populations in each town. Sources ofdata include official Census Bureau reports and maps,commercially published city directories which include names,addresses, occupations, and often family size of residents,and miscellaneous sources such as telephone

directories,newspaper articles,
informant data, and field observations.

Bach source has limitations. Census Bureau reports may beslightly erroneous since the local enumerator makes judgements
of ethnic-racial

classification. City directories are un-even in coverage (see Goldstein 1954 and Baur 1955), aremade only every two or three years, and are not as accurate
in collection techniques as official census methods. Only
those persons with recognizable Indian names were recordedfrom the directories and some of the following statementsare based on this sample. A check on the numbers (14 personsmissed was made by comparing the 1960 Flagstaff Indianpopulation with the number of individuals with Indian namesrecorded from a 1961 Flagstaff

directory. It was determined
that we had recorded information on 41% of the total Indianpopulation for that time. It thought that this sample,albeit not random or perhaps not consistent through the1950-1965 period is none-the-less probably typical and valid.Apparently many more Navajo have Anglo names and thereforemore Navajo were missed than Hopi residents. For the purpose
of the survey, the limitations of demographic data sources
do not preclude reasOnable accuracy of statistics, settle-ment patterns, and conclusions. Appendix D lists commericialcity directories utilized in the study.
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GROSS POPULATION STATISTICS

TABLE

POPULATIONS OF THREE NORTHERN ARIZONA COUNTIES

Coconino Navajo Apache1950 1960 1950 1960 1950 1960
White 15233 25660 14407 17878 6735 6835
Indian 7898 11668 14613 19324 20267 22814
Negro 719 1192 374 744 759 774
Other 60 107 52 108 6 15
Total 23910 38533 29446 38054 27767 30438
% Non-white 36 2 30.0 51.0 53.0 75 2 77.5
% Indian 33.0 30.0 49.5 50.5 72.9 74.9
1966 Total 49,000 45,000 37,000

Table 1 shows the composition of three northern Arizonacounties which comprise the northeast quarter of Arizona,including all the Navajo, Hopi, and Havasupai Reservations(in Arizona) and large segments of the Fort Apache and HulapaiReservations. In Apache and Navajo counties, the percent ofIndian population of the total has increased slightly over the1950-1960 period as did the non-white segment. In CoconinoCounty, however, the white (including Spanish-American)population has increased faster than in the.other two countiesand the percent of Indian and non-white has decreased eventhough actual _figures:: increased during the decade. Recentfigures for the Navajo, Hopi, and Havasupai Reservations are52,207 Navajo (Arizona only), 4,270 Hopi, and 186 Havasupai(1965 Annual Report of the Arizona Commission of IndianAffairs). The Navajo population is the most rapidly expandingand is said to average 4.0% increase each year (Young 1961:321).Flagstaff's Indian population has 'ilcreased 5.3% from 1960to 1965.



TABLE :2

FLAGSTAFF AND WINSLOW POPULATION COMPOSITION

1950.
Flagstaff

1960 1965
Winslow
1960

White 6817 14,470 22,663 7567
Indian 275* 655 692 ca. 800
Negro 667 1011 1128 466
Other 101 95 107 ca. 50
% Indian ca. 3.4 3.6. 2.8 ca. 9.0
% Nonwhite 11.1 9.7 7.8 ca. 14.0
Total 7663 18,214 24,592 8862

*Unofficial figure

Table :2: shows the composition of Flagstaff and Winslowpopulations and the percent of non-whites and Indian of thetotal. Consistent with the Coconino County figures, theF1agstaff non-white and Indian percent continues to drop
even though .actual numbers increase. Fig. 5 illustratespopulation curves for Flagstaff, Bellemont,Indian Village .near the Navajo Army Depot, and Winslow. Many more peoplelived at the Indian Village during the early 1950's than rivedin Flagstaff but with the end of the Korean War and reductionsin work force, part of the village was phased out'and familiesreturned to the Reservation or moved to Flagstaff. Thus,Flagstaff's in-town Indian population grew steadily from theearly 1950's. Winslow's Indian population has also grownsince 1950 but supporting data are tenuous. Undoubtedlythere were fluctuations of some magnitude at all three loca-tions but the data do not express them. A slowly increasingpopulation for Flagstaff of roughly 700 is indicated and anIndian population fo:c Winslow of around 800 is interpolated.
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Fig. 5: Growth of Indian population in Flagstaff, Winslow,and Indian Village at Bellemont. Present popula-
tion is beneath community name. Curves are inter-
polated except where actual figure is shown. Sources;
Lautzenheiser and others L952; Cadman and others 1952,Bureau of Census.
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Com osition pf Fla staff and _Wins ow Indian Po ulations
Male-female ratio figures are only available for Flagstaff

from the 1960 to 1965 census data. The percent of males has
continued to drop in favor of females since 1960 (49% males
in 1960 to 47% males in-1965). If there were a predominence
of male workers, single -or married, the percent would be
opposite than what exists. Table :31: indicates average
family size as derived from directories for Hopi and Navajofamilies in Flagstaff, Bellemont Village, and Winslow. Even
though the source of data is.

admittedlytenuous, one isimpressed with the gradual drop in Hopi family size and the
more-or-less consistent pattern of Navajo families. At best,
data on urban family size seems to indicate a smalleraverage than reservation dwelling families. Persons per
home (hogan) in the Many Farms area average 5.6 persons(Loughlin 1961:114) while persons per home in Fort Defiance,an Anglo-founded

agency community, 'is the same (Bosch1961:13). An analysis of 1960 Navajo Reservation census data
indicates a reservation-wide

average family size of 5.0 to
5.9 persons (Hillery and Essene 1963:304). Hopi and Hopi-
Tewa families are composed of at least several persons but
the number varies from time to time (Dozier 1966:40). Tribal
composition in Flagstaff during 1950 and 1960 as derived from
a comparison of directories for those years and census dataindicates approximately 60% of the 1950 Indian population
were Navajo, about 40% were Hopi, and 10% were Other tribes
as opposed to approximately 50% Navajo, 30% Hopi, and 30%other tribes in 1960. Presently other tribes represented
in Flagstaff are Sioux, Apache, Tlingit, Paiute, Tewa,Hualapai, and Eskimo in varying nutbers. One may assume asimilar tribal composition for Winslow except that the Laguna
Colony, numbering about 100 individuals, has been in Winslow
for many years. The recent increase in persons of othertribes is unexplained, but Bureau of Indian Affairs employment
may be a factor.

2'7
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TABLE

FAMILY SIZE OF INDIAN URakN RESIDENTS

1951 1958 1960 1963

Flagstaff
Hopi 5.4 4.5 3.7 ndNavajo 4.3 4.4 4.4 nd

Bel lemont
Hopi 5.4 nd nd ndNavajo 5 .4 4 . 3 nd nd

Winslow
Hopi 5 nd nd 4.7Navaj o 44. nd nd 4.4

nd; no data

2 2
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HOUSING

Certainly it must be true that the presence or absenceof adequate shelter affects Indian resident attitudes and
adjustment to urban life. Available data on Indiar-occupied
housing in Flagstaff, Winslow, and Bellemont Indian Villagemay be discussed in terms of city-operated units, privately_
owned housing, Indian renter-owner ratios, and general condi-tions.

Flagstaff - Clark Homes

Clark Homes consists of 178 one to four bedroom frameunits which are grouped into long, one story buildings ofthree to five units each. These buildings are arraged in
parallel lines with small yards between each building (Fig.6, A). The buildings were assembled by the Federal Governmentin 1940 to house Navajo Army Depot personnel but were turnedover to the Flagstaff Housing Authority in 1945. The units
are maintaiald by the city, are thoroughly cleaned when a
tenallt leaves, and are kept in good repair. Rents vary from
$42.00 per month for a one bedroom unfurnished unit to $75.00per month for a four bedroom furnished Apartment. All
utilities except water are paid by tenants. Qualificationsfor renting Clark Homes units are based on income (maximum
of $4,800 per family per year) plus $600.00 for each depen-dent. During the summer of 1965, seven Indian families
occupied units. All other tenants were Spanish-Americans
or Anglos. The length of residence for Indian tenants
varied from a year and a half to twelve years, but most familieshave been in Clark Homes for at least two to three years.
Most families have their own furniture which is cf average
quality, including refrigerator, but stoves are furnished.
Many family heads work for the Navajo Army Depot as ammuni-
tion inspectors, painters, or laborers while wives or self-
supporting women work as hospital nurses' aides or BIA
Dormitory attendents and aides.

Fla staff -_Brannen 7omes

Built between 1952 and 1961 with Federal monies, BrannenHomes consists of seperate one to four bedroom brick or frame

2.9
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homes and ccntiguous brick apartments arranged along curving
streets. There are 127 units

containing five Navajo families,
one Hopi family, one

Hopi-Spanish-American family, sixty-six
Negro families, and fifty-five

Spanish-American or Anglofamilies. Basic rents are from $22.00 per month for a one
bedroom to $35.00 per month for a four bedroom unit plus from
20% to 25% of net wage. All units are unfurnished, but
have water heater, gas stove, and refrigerator. Water and
gas bills are mostly paid by the Housing Authority. Qualifi-
cations are lower for renters in Brannen Homes than in Clark
Homes; not more than$3,000.00 for a family of three persons
to not more than $3,800.00 per year for a family of five or
more. Indian tenants have resided in Brannen Homes from one
to twelve years or for five years on average. Of the six
,family heads, two were college students, one was on welfare
and pension, one was employed by Northern Arizona University,
one was auto parts stockman, and one a missionary.

These two low cost housing projects are,managed by the
.riagstaff Housing Authority who handles ail records, leases,
and other mechanics. Printed lists of rules are given each
tenant but common violations are pets and extra relatives

-

as boarders, In general, Housing Authority personnel believe
Indian families are good tenants and the length of residence
in both developments seems to support this observation as
well as tenant satisfaction. Each area provides adequate
housing at low rent for lower income families and such
housing is undoubtedly attractive to many families contem-
plating a move to Flagstaff from a reservation homes.Win low No- 111,Ssuare

Built in 1957, Northwest Square is composed of cinder
block, two to four bedroom duplexes and double duplexes
which are painted pastel colors and arranged along straight
streets. It is operated by the Public Housing

'Admihistration
through the Winslow Housing Authority. The development is
composed of 30 units occupied by eight Navajo families, one
Hopi family, 15

Spanish-American families, and the remainder
are Negro or Anglo families. As with Clark and Brannen Homes,
admittance is based on need and

limited income which may
range from $3,000.00 for two persons to $3,800.00 for a
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family of five or more but may iie to a maximum of $4,750.00per year. Rents are from $30.00 per month for two bedroomto $38.00 per month for a four bedroom unit occupied by non-welfare families. The tenants and the Authority divideutility payments according to amourit of use. Units are notfurnished. The Indian tenants, mostly Navajo, are employedas hospitalor nursing home aides, store clerks, or laborersand have not lived in the development long. Housing Authoritypersonnel state that Indian families as tenants are nodifferent from other families and generally are good renters.

All three city housing projects ay-e on the peripheryof each town, are composed of several ethnic and racialgroups because of Federal policies although actual numbersare often uneven, and are relatively new developments.Indian tenants are viewed as average renters, presenting nospecial problems such as drunkedness and many have stayed inthe projects for at least several years. While at any giventime only a fraction of Indian residents reside in these units,the existence of them is attractive to newcomers and pro-vides initial suitable housing if vacancies exist.
B llemo ava o '2.agai an

To house large numbers of Indian employees during WorldWar II, the Federal Government built an "Indian Village" ofhogan-like houses and other buildings, including a gymnasiuM,recreation building, and a church on Depot grounds, nearthe settlement of Bellemont (see Lautzenheiser and others1952 for a general description). These houses were rentedto Indian workers for a small sum but with the end of thewar, some of the units were dismantled. In 1953, about 100-prefabricated frame houses were mov6d to the Depot for theIndian employees who had remained. These were two bedroomunits with a bath and a cotbination
kitchen-living room.At present, 37 of these units remain and are occupied by 34Indian families, 1 Spanish-American family, and 1 Anglofamily. The units are painted in pastel colors and rent for$43.00 a month with approximately ten dollars of the rentfor utilities. Maintenance is handled by the Depot Buildingsand Grounds office. The present policy is to phase out theIndian Village and therefore those families will have to seekhousing in Flagstaff. As with governmentally sponsored

3
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housing developments in Flagstaff, the "Indian Village"Bellemont provided suitable housing for Depot employeescost and was attractive to Indian families.

gjanclIJA:Owned Housirm

While city-run housing projects are uIndian families, most of them occupy privaeither as owners or renters. Renting famicomprise a majority and many are Navajo orgroup.

Rents

near
at low

ilied by many
ely owned units,
ies of course
some non-pueblo

In Flaystaff, in Lan residents pay high rents as doother townspeople since all rents seem above normal in thecity. Rents for Indian-occupied contiguous apartments suchas shown in Fig. 6,C and Fig. 7,3 vary from $35.00 per monthfor quite substandard, two room units to $60.00 or $70.00per month for adequate but plain, two to four room apartments.City directory information reveals that such apartmentcomplexes in.the Armory", Guadalupe, South San Francisconeighborhoods,, and newer complexes in the Sunnyslope areahave been popular rentals for years. Often several Indianfamilies, usually related Navajo families, will be found in-such units. Non-contiguous cabin-like houses, usually one tothree rooms, as shown in Fig. 7, rent from a few dollars amonth to $60.00 per month and vary in quality.

Frame houses, shown in Fig. 6,3 and Fig. 7,D rent for$60.00 to $75.00 per month, excluding utilities and areusually four rooms. Property owners who rent apartments,cabins, or frame houses to Indian families are Spanish-Americans for the most part, but Anglos also rent units to-Indian tenants. Almost no trailers are occupied by Indianfamilies. There exists an opinion among some landlordsthat Indian families are not good tenants and as a result,some landlords are openly_discriminatory. It was said byone Anglo observer that high rents paid by Indian tenantsare often offset by additional relatives moving in once arental has been found.
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In Winslow, rents seem less but quality of housing is
generally lower. Again, many units occupied ty Indians are
owned by

Spanish-Americans and sJme prominent Anglo land-
owncrs, partially in the "Indian City" neighborhoods.Indian 0wner-1enter Ratios

From city
directories, informant tata, and Census Bureau

information, it can be determined that many more Hopi families
own their own houses than do Navajo families. The 1965
Flagstaff City Directory reveals that about 28% of recognized
Hopi families own their homes, while only 13% of recognized
Navajo families are owners. Most of the Indian home owners
of either group live in the general East Flagstaff area. A
1963 Winslow directory shows that 52% of recognized Hopi
families are owners while 13% of recorded Navajo families are
owners.

The area
distri.,ution of non-white

owner-occupied
housing for Flagstaff in 1960 as shown by Bureau of the
Census data parallels directory information closely. In
Greenlaw and Sunnyslope, whc.;:e the Indian population
accounted for .9% and 5.3% of the population in each area
respectively, non-white

owner-occupied housing was above
75%. For both

areas, non-white
renter-occupied varies

'from none in Greenlaw to 28% in Sunnyslope. Since there are
very few Negros.

Chinese-Americans or
Japanese-Americans

in these
neighborhoods, the figures

accurately reflect the
relative ratios of Indian owned verzus Indian rented units.
The Armory and South San Francisco

areas, on the other hand,
contain a higher percent of Indian residents than otherneighborhoods and a much higher

renter-occupied figure for
non-whites, including Indians.

Unfortunately, detailed
information such as the above does not exist for Winslow as
yet.

.General Conditions

As one drives through
Indian-occupied neighborhoods of

both towns,
impressions are formed that can be supported

by Census Bureau and informant data. There seems to be fewIndian-occupied units without electricity or inside plutbing.
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Such housing may be found, however, in Winslow's Southside.
region and in the peripheral areas around Flagstaff (see
Fig. 7,A and Fig. 8,1) but nearby buildings may have these_
utilities. The utilization of city water, gas, and electricity
is common but other aspects of housing are equally important
in determining conditions. In general, Indian occupied
housing in Flagstaff may be ranked from the substandard,
deteriorating, crowded, and unhealthy units in the Armory
neighborhood to the sound, well-maintained, and healthy
homes in Greenlaw and Sunnyslope. Census Bureau data from
1960 show that 58% of non-white occupied units in the Armory
area are deteriorated and 25% of non-white occupied houses
are delapidated. The Indian population accounts for about
75% of all non-white housing units in the Armory neighborhood.
In Greenlaw and Sunnyslope, all non-white units are classi-
fied as sound, nearly all of which are Indian-occupied. It
may be remembered that standarth of living conditions are
relative 4nd that standards used by the Census Bureau are
national averages.

In.Winslow, the Southside region contains poor housing
for Indian, Spanish-American, and Negro families. While
there are a few pleasant-looking homes, many are delapidated,
dirty, and generally unhealthy. places. Housing seems better
in the Indian City neighborhoods, probably classifiable as
sound or deteriorated.

While no city-wide figures on persons per room for either
town were derived, it may be safely assumed that the figure
is considerably higher for Indian families than for Anglo
homes except in the governmentally sponsored developments.
In each town,.a growing number of Indian families in the
higher education, emplorment, and salary levels are living
in self-owned or rented homes in Anglo neighborhoods.

At present, conditions of Indian-occupied housing
varies, but seems to be improving slowly with the continuing
utilization of city-run developments, the increase in
Indian-owned homes, and the opening of subdivisions. There
are quite substandard houses rented by Indian famAies in
both towns of course, but one may find nearly as many ade-
quate or sound homes as delapidated units.

34
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ECONOtLC FACTORS AD EMPLOYMENT PATTERNSThe study of employment
patterns of Indian residents in

Flagstaff and Winslow and the economic impact of these Indian
.

upon the two communities as well as reservation impact was
accomplished through personal interviews of employers and
merchants, mailed

questionnaires, and comparative studies of
city directories published for the two cities. Data obtained
from these sources give a view of the employment trends and
general economic interaction between Indians and these Anglo
communities.

-PLW1
As northern

Arizona's major trade center, Flagstaff is
the hub of tourist

activities along a major Federal highway
and is a mill town for timbering operations in the region.
In recent years it has also become a center for education
and scientific research with growing Northern Arizona
University, the Museum of Northern Arizona, several astrono-
mical

observatories, and other research organizationslocatedthere. The Navajo Army Depot, E-Z Mills, a garmentmanufacturer, and the many service
establishments are also

of major importance to the city's economy.
Winslow

Division headquarters for the Atchison, Topeka, and
Santa Fe Railway Company, Winslow's economy has centered
around the railroad. The city's three sawmills, cattle
ranching, farming, and twenty-two motels and hotels alsocontribute to the city's economy. Attempts to develop large-
scale tourism have been largely unsuccessful except for the
annual "Snake dance caravan" to the, Hopi mesas. The Indian
Dormitory and the Bureau of Indian Affairs Hospital are
important sources of income for Indian residents of the city.

Flagstaff Indian residents are employed in a variety of
occupations and trades ranging from management and technical
jobs to unskilled day labor. The Navajo Ordinance Depot
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remains the larqest single employer. E-Z Mills, the large

Babbitt Ranches of the area and the BIA Indian Dormitory,

each have over 15 Indian employees. Ponderosa Paper Products,

Coconino National Forest, and several motels, super markets,

and construction companies hire, with seasonal fluctuations,

about five Indian employees each. The Museum of Northern

Arizona, Northern Arizona
University, the City of Flagstaff,

Arizona Highway Department,
stores, gas stations and small

contractors each employ between two and five Indians

regularly.

The majority of jobs filled Indian residents of

Flagstaff are in the lower income range of $2,000-4,000 per

annum, but some individuals have salaries excee ing $9,000

perannum. Length of employment varies considerably from

decades to less than a month in seasonal occupations. Hopi

Indians generally remain at one job for longer periods than

do the Navajo but there were several exceptions at NAD.

Employment trends were studied by plotting all jobs reported

for Indian residents in Flagstaff City Directories for the

years of 1948-49, 1955, 1958, 1961, 1963, and 1965 and

Winslow directories for the years 1958 and 1963.

rrIELp=12I.JEALtpsna_iitUlactt,

Winslow Indian residents are not employed in as wide a

range of jobs as are Indian residents of Flagstaff. The

largest single employer in Winslow is the Atchison, Topeka,

and Santa Fe Railway Company, with approximately 100 Indian.

employees. The AT&SF is followed by the BIA Indian Hospi'..:al

with 42 Indian employees and the BIA Indian Dormitory with

26 Indian employees. Duke City Lumber Company, #nd Nagel

Lumber Company each employ a few Indian laborers as do

various small building contractors. A few restaurants and

motels hire Indian maids and kitchen help. The Winslow

Memorial Hospital employs.one
Indianrurse and three Indian

nurses' aides.

Information on individual income was impossible to

obtain directly in Winslow. Base pay scales, however, a e

probably comparable to those in Flagstaff. Officials of the

AT&SF explained that the Lagunas and Hopi were very important



during the steam era as skilled mechanics and machinistsbut now many have transferred to Barstow California wherethe new turbine overhaul shops are located.
The BIA Indian Hospital employs Indiansas kitchenhelpers, maintenance men, supply clerks, stenographers, andnurses aides. Many have stayed with the BIA for more than20 years. One obvious reason for the 'Ugh percentage ofIndians working for the B1A is the Bureau's Indian preferencehiring policy. The Winslow Indian Dormitory employs Indiansin several jobs including maintenance men, cooks, kitchenhelpers, instructional aides, teachers, and one guidancecounselor. Duke City Lumber Company employs seven Navajos,some of whom are related. The jobs range from sawmilllaborer at $1.91 per hour to contract sawyer at $2.50 perhour.

11:119.1...Plal4yiLlaLEW_LATAJLiAlLIzze_

Questionnaires were sent to all 63 motels and hotels inFlagstaff. Twenty-two replied, giving about a 35% coverage.Of those replying, twelve stated that they employed Indianswith a total of fifteen Indians employees reported. Mostof the motels that employed Indians were small. Pay variedfrom $1.00 per hour to $1.50 per hour, and from $30.00 perweek to $80.00 per week. From this limited
information,perhaps we can say that approximately 55% of the motels inFlagstaff hire Indian help, usually one or two persons, andthat wages vary considerably for the thirty to forty Indianresidents so employed.

Questionnaires were also sent to the wenty-two motelsand hotels in Winslow; six replied, resulting in about a27% coverage. Two respondents stated that they employedIndians with a total of three Indian employees. Pay wasreported as $1.00 per hour and $42.00 per week, which iscomparable to that reported in Flagstaff. We can estimatethat approximately 33% of the motels and hotels in Winslowhire Indian help.

Of the motels reporting Indian employees, four of thoseFlagstaff and both of the Winslow motels mentioned problems
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of unexcused absences. All motels reporting Indian employees
also reported that they had Indian guests especially during
Pow Wow time, indicating a certain amount of economic recip-
rocity.

During this survey, a general strike was in progress
among construction trade unions. There was widespread
unemployment in this industry. It was, however, possible
to interview a few union officials about their Indian
members. One or two Indians were members of all Unions
consulted, with the exception of the Laborers' Union, which
had slightly over 70 Indian members. Many of these members
had been working on reservation construction jobs where a
certain percentage of Indian employees is required by tribal
contract. The union scale for laborers ranges from $3.29
to $3.90 per hour.

The U. S. Forest Service Personnel Supervisor for
Coconino National Forest was also interviewed. It was
stated that while 1200 to 1400 Indian firefighters are dis-
patched from Coconino National Forest in an average year,
they are all from the Reservations. This type of seasonal
employment serves the Navajo and Hopi living pattern well,
but is of little importance to Indian residents of Flagstaff
and Winslow. There are three Hopi men who are permanent
employees of Coconino National Forest and two of these live
in Flagstaff.

Occupation Chancie

In summary of the occupational changes that have
ocurred in Flagstaff and Winslow, there has been a gradual
increase in professional jobs'in both towns. Increases
were noted iniprofessional occupations such as engineers,
missionaries, teachers, and social workers since 1960; in
commercial jobs as store clerks or Iii.use to house salesmen
since 1960; in service jobs as da.tes'Acs, waitress, and
kitchen help of about 30%; about 25%, in building trades
since about 1958, and a slight increase in Forest Service
employment, with three fire guard and office jobs held since
1960.
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Navajo Army Depot jobs have remained fairly stable since
1958. During World War II and the Korean war, great nutbers
of Indians were employed, but the number was reduced in thelate 1950's. BIA Indian.Dormitory jobs have also remainedfairly stable since opening in 19580 Craft workers havedecreased since 1958. Now only a few Hopi supplement income
with part time craft work and probably no Navajo craftsmenlive in either town. There has also been a decrease in rail-road jobs witll ATE48F, with only a few employees left inFlagstaff. In Flagstaff and Winslow, the Hopi seem to bemainly in technical, maintenance, and service jobs while theNavajo hold a greater variety of jobs with several professional
people and many more unskilled seasonal workers.

--ErnRisacS

Anglo opinions toward Indian workers usually range from"hard working" tc 'unreliable". This is especially true ofmotel and construction employers. Generally, employers treatIndian employees "like everybody else"; in fact, severalemployers interviewed found it hard to estimate the numberof Indians employed by them because they were not sure justwho was Indian. A more favorable attitude towards professional,
skilled, and semi-skilled Indian employees exists, particularly
toward Hopi workers.

Economic Imoact la sta f and Win low
To gain some insight into the economic impact of Indianresidents of Flagstaff and Winslow, it was necessary to inter-view Anglo

businessmen.in key businesses in each city.Supermarkets, auto dealerships, loan companies, and tradingcompanies were selected as being important indicators ofIndian consumer volume.

Percentages of estimates of total trade with Indiancustomers varied from five to thirty percent among thesupermarkets of both cities. The percent of trade with localIndians ranged much higher in Winslow than in Flagstaff(see Tables 5 and 6). This is due, at least in part, to themost common complaint of Winslow merchants; the condition ofthe unpaved roads between the reservations and Winslow. 'This
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is believed to cause many reservation Indians to travel
greater distance on paved roads to shop at stores in Flagstaff.
The automobile dealers of both cities, on the Other hand,
agree that less than 25% of_their Indian customers are loc!al.
The numbe:r of auto dealerships functioning in these small
cities give some indication of the importance of reservation
Ipurchasing to bordertown merchants (see Tables 7 and 8).
The estimated total volume of automotive salesalone
exceeds a half million dollars in each city.

WINSLOW S

Percent of

TABLE 4

E ARRET INDIAN TRADE

Percent of
Indian trade Seasonal Hire

Store trade that is local Fluctuation Indian
is Indian Indian Help

A 15% 90% yes - roads* yes

B 5 - 10% 50% nd no

C 20 - 30% 50% yes - roads yes

D 5 - 10% 79% no Yes

* Depending on Road Conditions

nd: no data
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TABLE 5

FLAGSTAFF SUPERMARKET IbTD

Percent of
trade that
is Indian

Percent of
Indian trade
is local
Indian

E

Hire
Pow Wow Indian
Increase HelpA 10 - 15% 5 - 10%

probably
yes, some yes*B

10%
up to 50% yes

less than 1% none little no*D 25% 15% to 50% yes**E
5 - 10%

1% yes, con-
siderable

yes
10 - 15% 6% yes, some yes

nearest to Pow Wow Grounds

** within sight of Pow Wow grounds and:had watermelon salesame weekend.
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TABLE 6

WINSLOW AUTO BILE SALES TO INDIANS

Percent of
Sales to

Dealer Indians Types of Sales

50% 75 units; used

6 units; total

18 - 25% 105 units; used
45 units; new

4 units; total

25% 15 units; total

50 units; used
50 units; new

10%. 15 units; used
20 units; new-

4 2

Approximate Annual
Volume to Indian

Buyers

70,000

4,000

55,000
140,000

12,000

45,000

30,000
150,000

10,000
60,000

576-000.
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TABLE 7

Dealer

FLAGSTAFF AUTOMOBILE SALES TO INDIANS
Percent of

Approximate AnnualSales to
Volume to IndianIndians Types of Sales

BuyersA 15% new
144,00040% used
60,000

5%
total

144,000
10% total

60,000
no estimate

10,000
no estimate

10,000
no estimate

:repair: 3,600:used:
20,000

551,000
Trading companies in Flagstaff and Winslow estimated thatIndian trade constituted from 100/Q to 60% of their total.business and that the majority of that trade was from thereservation rather than from local residents. Home furnishings,hardware, farm equipment, firearms, and appliances are themajor items sold to Indians. Handicrafted rugs, silverwork,baskets, and kachinas are bought from Indians as well as wool,hides, and sheep. All traders agreed that Indian trade wasan important part of local economk.

Loan company managers interviewed estimated that Indiantrade comprised from 20% to 50% of their
respective totals.The average size of loan made to Indians was about $600.00per year, usually for debt consolidation, autos, schoolclothes, or furniture. There is a noticable increase in loansto Indians in mid-winter. In Winslow, the majority of 1 answere made to Indians from the reservation. In Flagstaff,
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most loans were made to Indian residents except during PowWow. All managers interviewed agreed that loans to Indiansfrom the reservation were high risks and had establishedseveral restrictions including age, credit record, and typeof work. Hopi individuals were felt to be better customerseven though there were fewer of them.

counting individuals with Indian names listed in the1965 Flagstaff City Directory and comparing this figure withall Indians listed as home owners, it was estimated that 23%of Indian residents of Flagstaff were home owners. Byseparating these names into Hopi and Navajo littt, it wasfound that 13% of the Navajo families recorded were homeowners while 28% of the Hopi families/were owners. This typeof-data was unavailable for Winslow, no directory having beenpublished in that year.

While the economic impact of Indian residents in thecommunities of Flagstaff and Winslow remains a small portionof the total, the importance of trade with Indians livingon the large reservations in the area is great and isgrowing in importance. With the development of proposedinduttkies upon reservations lands, the percentage of incomederived from reservations sources will increase in bothFlagstaff and Winslow. The large Indian reservations nearbyalso act to promote tourism in the area, especially duringthe Pow Wow and the Snake-Dance.periods. This economicpotential is well understood by many local businessmen whosometimes refer to the reservation-area as-a "sleepinggiant".

4



CHAPTER 5

INDIAN RESIDENTS' PARTICIPATION IN URBAN LIFE
The degree Of participation by Indian residents in social,religious, economic, and political activities of Flagstaffand Winslow indicates the involvement ofthese people in urbanlife. _For this discussion, such activities are subdividedinto city or government sponsored events, institutionsponsored_activities, and groups with special purposes.Events_and prosrams organized by city or other local govern-ments include recreation, special city-wide events, and otherprograms such_as welfare, surplus commodity distribution,and city housing (see Chapter 3). Institutional activitiesinclude school-connected events, church participation, andactivities of cultural, education, or social service non-governmental institutions. Special groups include laborunions, political parties, service clubs, and self-helporganizations. Attitudes of Indian residents toward townlife and of townspeople toward their Indian fellow citizensare included in this discussimalso. Evidence of Indianresident participation in each subdivision and attitudesare described below.

CITY AND GOVERNNTAL
SPONSORED ACTIVITIES

Recreation:

Participation in Flagstaff's recreation program is largelylimited to Dormitory children who enjoy basketball and play-ground sports. Few if any in-town adults or children engagein recreational program but do utilize neighborhood schoolplaygrounds. Adult activities, such as sewing classes, areoccasionally joined by Indian tenants of Clark and BrannenHomes. Winslow has fewer recreation activities and Indianresidents' participation seems negligible except for playgroundutilization. One Winslow Indian resident noted the lack offacilities and believed that Indian townspeople would enjoyrecreation activities.

41
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Winslow's Indian...Center

The Indian Center in Winslow was begun by Junior Women's
Club volunteers and others in the fall of 1960. In 1861, the
Center became incorporated and received monies from contri-
butions, the Winslow city government, and the Navajo Tribe.
The Center was located in an old store on First Avenue near
"Indian Bars" and the police headquarters_(see Fig. 9a). The
Center functioned as a place for Reservatidn families to meet,
mind children while parents shopped, and a shower WAS provided.
In August of 1964, the store was condemned and the Center
closed. Although the Center was staffed by volunteers,
Winslow churchmen and others arranged for young Mennonite
couples to be managers for one or two years each. These
couples were given living quarters and a small salary. This
program has continued to the present.

In November of 1964, the Center was moved to a refurnished
barracks building on US 66 (see Fig. 9c), and facilities were
expanded. The new location was nearer "Indian City", away
from bars of the business district, and next deor to a Hubbell
trading post (see Beilder 1965). In-town Indians visited the
Center for showers, TV, and "family nights" while Reservation
families utilized the showers, kitchen and baby-sitting
facilities. Over 30 people visited the Centerdaily and 200
showers are frequently used. "Family nights", held bi-weekly
in winter, were attended largely by in-town families and
included films or slide shows, childrens' games, door prize,

and refreshments. Center hours were approximately frOm 8:00
AM to 5:00 PM. An Alcoholics Anonymous grouR, has recently
been etarted.

The change of location seems to have increased utiliza-
tion by in-town families rather than Reservation families-
but lessened problems of parental drinking while children
were left in the Center and other prOblems faced by the
volunteer workers. ,The Winslow Indian Center is visited.by
in-town Navajo, Hopi, and a few others-while heservation
families mostly are Navajo from Leupp, Seba Deikai, and
Indian Wells areas. The Center was not conceived as primarily
a church-oriented installation by its organizers and the
Board of Directors is composed of churchmen and civic leaders.
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Gallup, New Mexico, is the only other US 66 "bordertown" tohave a city-sponsored center for Indians as well as a center
sponsored by the Catholic Church (see Anonymous 1965:c).

Parades

Each town of course has parades for various events, butin-town Indian participation is limited to Flagstaff's Pow
Wow parade (and then only a few) and student musiciankin
high school bands.

Nei hborhood Youth Cor s

Federally funded NYC programs for teenagers in both townshave included local Indian residents. In Flagstaff about 12
to 15 young people worked in roads and-parks crews, city
offices, and playgrounds and received $1.25 per_hour as wellas instruction. In Winsldw, a similar program included
fewer Indian teenagers but about a dozen or so worked as
interpreters at the Municipal Hospital, weed clearing gangs,and maintenance crews. About 30 Ddrmitory students partici-pated in NYC during the 1965-1966 winter school year. MostNYC enrollers were Navajo.

Count- -Fai--X..a.staff

The Coconino County Fair held near Flagstaff in Augustcontains an Indian art and crafts exhibit managed by a Hopiman, a long timeresident. Examples of arts and crafts fromlocal shops are on view and a well-known kachina maker, also
a resident for many years, exhibits his skills and techniques.

Fourth of Jul _Pow_ Wow,Flagstaff

The widely known Flagstaff Fourth of July Pow Wow wasbegun in 1929 as a rodeo, night "ceremonials" and a:visitingtime for northern Arizona Indians which would benefit white
townspeople and Indian visitors. The three day celebration
includes downtown parades, rodeo events, night dances, a
carnival, and the Museum of Northern Arizona's Hopi crafts-men show. Reservation families from northern Arizona and
New Mexico camp in the Pow wow grounds or stay in local

4 '7
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motels, set:up booths to sell,food, crafts, and jewelry.MUch shopping in city Stores:is done. A special issue ofThe Arizona Daily Sun contains stories on Hopi legends,Navajo weaving, Apache dance teams, thumbnail sketches ofIndian tribes and related topics, usually accurate butpopularly written.

Families and individuals from Navajo and ApacheReservations and from Hopi, Zuni, Acoma and Rio Grandepueblos attend but a majority are Navajo. About 50 to 60booths are set up, mostly by pueblo persons. Approximately5,000 to 6,000 Indianscamped at the Pow Wow grounds lastyear. A "Pow Wow" Princess is chosen from a field ofcontestants who must be single, at least one-quarterIndian descent, and a good horsewoman (see Boissevain1965 for a discussion of "Indian Princesses" as'an assumedsymbol of Indian identity). Many relatives of in-townIndian familieS stay with their kin during the celebration.A Flagstaff Navajo cowboy won top bulldogging prizes lastyear, but local residents participate only as sightseersand carnival-goers.

Recreation in the form of drinking is popular. Winesells for $3.00 a pint at the Pow Wow camp. Local liquorstores accept jewelry and other articles On pawn. n "drunktank" at the camp grounds is manned by Navajo Tribal Police.City, County, and Tribal Police made nearly 300 arrestslast year, mostly Navajo on drunk charges, and the TribalPolice held about 600 persons in the "tank" but did not bookthem. By contrast,_ 75 Indians were booked for drunkenessduring February of 1965. Sentences range from 30 daysuspended for Reservation persons and a $10.00 to $30.00fine for local residents. Law enforcement during Pow Wowseems adequate given a great influx of Indians, Anglotourists, and others. Group card playing by men, watchingthe rodeo, movies, carnival, visiting, and "window shopping"are other recreational activities. See Fig. 10 for Pow Wowscences.

The Pow Wow serves to draw families and individuals fromReservations to Flagstaff even if for a short time. Manyfamilies undoubtedly come every year and thus become familiarwith Flagstaff.
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Cunyi fAr. e Prorams

The Coconino County Welfare Department assumes welfarecases of off-Reservation Indians who remain within thedepartment's jurisdiction. In Flagstaff, about a dozenIndian faMilies, mostly Navajo, receive monthly surplus foodcommodities at the city's distribution point. Usually thesefamilies have just arrived in town and have not received apaycheck. In child care programs,
approximately six Navajochildren are in foster homes and about three Indian familiesare adopting Indian children. Thus, welfare programs involvefew Indian families or individuals, but is important to somenewcomers.

garag_g-stinslow

The midsummer "Zane Gray Stampede" of Winslow involvesparades, two days of rodeo competition, and a_queen contest.This event is not geared toward Indian participation as isthe Flagstaff Pow Wow, but a few Indian cowboys enter eventsand some Indians are spectators Participation by in-townIndian residents is negligible.

INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITIES
church Membership

Each church leader in Winslow and Flagstaff was sent ashort questionaire regaLding resident Indian membership andparticipation in church activities and was asked to communicatehis impressions of major problems faced by Indian families.Interviews with several churchmen were held also.

Eleven Flagstaff churchmen responded from a total ofabout 25. All responding churches except three had one toten
participating.Indian members. These churches includedSeventh Day Adventists, Church of the Nazarene, a Lutherangroup, an Bspiscopal Church, two Baptist churches, and twoCatholic congregations. The exceptions were a Catholic Churchin the Guadalupe area, the Church of Jesus Christ of LetterDay Saints (Mormon), and the Federated Church. The CatholicChurch is attended by about 30 Indian residents, both Navajo

4 9
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and Laguna, while the Latter Day Saints Church includes about200 Navajo Dormitory students in:childrens' activities but
half that number of local adults and children during the
summer. Dormitory children attend Sunday School at the
Federated Church but in varying numbers. Church activities
attended by Indian residents_include worship services,
educational classes, and social events.

In Flagstaff, there are five main missionary organiza-
tions; United Mission to the Indians, Indian Bible Conference,
Southwest School-of Missions, Flagstaff Mission to the
Navajo, and the Lamenite Branch of the Latter Day Saints
Church. With the exception of the Indian Bible Conference,
these grcups have all been founded since World War XI. The
functions of these_groups differ from the training of
Indian and Anglo missionaries (Southwest School of Missions),
summertime campgrounameetings (Indian Bible Conference),
to serving as_headquarters for mission stations on nearby
reservations (other groups listed).

From twenty Winslow churches, ten responded, seven of
whith noted Indian resident participation. While Winslow
has no missionary training schools or large mission system
headquarters, there are several smaller mission churches
located near the "Indian City" area which serve congregations
of in-town Indians. As in Flagstaff, the Latter Day. Saints
Church and one Catholic Church have over 200 Hopi, Zuni,
Acoma, and Navajo members cotbined but the total nutber of
smaller mission members probably exceeds this number. Popular
activities in all churches for local Indians are worship
services, educational, and social programs. The proximity
of small mission churches with the Dortitory and "Indian City"is an important factor in church participation by Winslow
Indian residents (see Marting 1965a).

School-Connected ActivitieS

Pew parents of Indian children in Flagstaff and Winslow
public schools attend Parent-Teacher Association meetings.
Participation in school social life, athletics teams, and
other activities seems relatively_unhampered for Indian
students but mostly up to the individual student. Each year
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Worthern Arizona University enrolls about_ SC tor6Q,Indimm
students from several tribal groups. These-students trave,
farmed the NAU Inter-Tribal Club and the Hopi, Students Club_
and belong to other campus organizations as weLl.. The
Inter-Tribal Club presents Indian dances ta raise, money for-
scholarships. A majority of NAU Indian students are Navada
and nearly all are from Reservation familie.s.

Other Institution S nsored Activities

A. small number of handicapped Indians ha. been evalu-ate&
trained, and rehabilitated by the University Navajo, Rehabili_
tation Program and the Goodwill Industries Shoppin Flagstaff'.
Mast of these persons were Reservatien residerrtsprio= ttr,
rehabilitation. The Santa Fe Railroad Winslowr-ndian Band ha
recently been revived. Winslow had an "Indian Center Dar"
in June 1965 with an open house, youth dance, and: a box- llinch
with entertainment by the Navajo Tribal Band, individuaL
performers from Reservation areas, and a dance, temm from. the
Laguna Colony of Winslya rndians from Reservation, Winslow
and Anglos from towns attended (Marting L965h)s.

SPECIAL GROUPS

Labor Unions,

Indian membership in. unions is difficult t assezs
because Reservation and non-Reservation members are combined
in total figures. From the available evidence, the= Laborers
Union contain more Indian residents (approximately 20) tham
do the Electrician Union (2 Indian journeymen), the Carpenters
Union (perhaps 10), ar the sawmill Workers Groupe cno data
available due to strike during summer af 1965) .

kfew Indian families are in contact with, the Flagstaff
Salvation Army unit, Sunshine Rescue Mission, or Alcoholics
Anonymous. These families are usually-recent- arrivals in
lower educational and occupational levels, and live in.
Armory, Guadalupe or South San Francisca Street neighborhoodm.
The influence of Winslow's Alcoholics Anonymous or Salvation
Army office is unknown.
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e vice Clubs Political Qrou s and $ocial nizations

Very few Indian residents are members of various service
clubs ot political groups in either town. Other ethnic-
racial components of Flagstaff have their respective socialand political organizations such as A chapter of the
National Association_for the Advancement of Colored People
and the.League of United Latin American Citizens, composedof Spanish-Americans. In neither town are there groups
composed of Indian members only such as those described byAbalon for San Francisco (1964). The only organization
composed of all in-town Indians is the puebio-like structure
of the Laguna Colony in Winslow. The Colony has a Governor,
Lt. Governor, and Secretary-Treasurer, observes the Day of
the Three Kings, and honors its governor with dances. A
"German Sand" sponsored by the Flagstaff Chamber of
Commerce is lead by a Papago man, a long time resident.

Attitudes_

The Anglo attitude toward Indian residents and the
residents' view of city living of course varies from indivi-
dual to individual. Anglo residents most often mention
"color" as the contribution of Indians to life in both
cities but economic impact of "Indian trade" is recognized
also (see Chapter 4). Angle informants point out crafts,dress, and of course ceremonies, either in the form of Pow
Wow night dances or kachina dances in Hopi villages as_
adding "color". Chamber of Commerce in both towns emphasize
the nearness to Indian Reservations as advantages and
Winslow ChaMber of Commerce organizes a large car caravan
every year to attend the Snake Dance in August.

The position of Indian residents in the social, political,
and economic fabric of both towns seems to be best described
as "separateness". Many Anglo informants note that the
separateness is self-imposed in many.cases but other non-Negro
English speakers list language, physical type, and way of
life as reinforcing the "separate" status. Most Anglos
believe the Hopi or other Pueblo dwellers adjust to city
life quicker and easier than other Indians. The Hopi,
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informants state, seem to be more ambious and eager to besuccessful in the city. Some informants believe Puebloliving, better English, better work habits, and "settledway of life" contribute to Hopi success.
Covert prejudice toward Indians in general exists asdo prejudices between other 'components of Flagstaff andWinslow popule..4:1ons, but overt discriminatory acts seem tobe isolated,

individualized, and most often directed towardReservation or "Blanket" Indians not town dwellers. SomeSpanish speaking observers describe greater antagonismtoward Indians, often manifest in youth fights, or barbrawls. Probably this attitude stems from a similarity inaccented English, job competition,
socio-economic standing,and occasional

confusion of physical type. The Negro andChinese-American attitude is unknown.
In general, the non-Indian citizens place the Indianresidents in the class structure of both towns as being"separate" but roughly equal in position to the Spanish-speakers and above the Negro component. The stereotype ofthe Indian as a heavy drinker, with.loose morals, and mis-managed money exists in some quarters.but seem to be tempe ed

with the generally favorable attitude of "color", economicimpact, and general cultural uniqueness.
Local newspapers carry many news items regarding tribalgovernments, new reservation industrieu, as well as stories

of accidents or unlawful acts involving Indians. Featurestories such as those in special Pow Wow editions or anarticle on a kachina maker in Winslow (Anonymous 1965A),affect attitudes favorably. citizens of bOth towns readdaily about Indians and are in direct or indirect contacteach day. Such cognizance of Indian culture seems to add afavorable or at least
neutral attitude of Anglos. The Museumof Northern

Arizona's exhibits and shows help to forminterest in,the public.

Indian residents nearly always state that a "job" wastheir reason for deciding to move to Flagstaff or Winslow.Limited reservation employment, a desire for modern Americanmaterial culture, lack of electricity and other amentities
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in many Reservation areae, and perhaps a spirit of adventureseem to be behind the job desire. Indian informants dislikedhigh rents and available housing, amount of money needed tolive in the city, and7,1esser factors as weather, traffic,numbers of people, and attitudes of some Anglos. 'Recreationpossibilities (TV, movies), lower prices and better selectionin stores, and of course greater income were usually statedas advantages of town life. Nearly all informants believedthat in Flagstaff and Winslow, Indian people were treatedfalkly most of the time, but Flagstaff seems to be better:inthis regard according to informants. A ranking of "bordertowns" with respect to relative merits as seen:by Indian
residents would begin with Flagstaff first choice, andproceed east along US 66 toward Gallup, New Mexico

When asked to state the most difficult problem anIndian family might face in an urban setting, Indian informan swere about evenly divided between "drinking" and "finding ajob or house" while a few stated "just getting used to it".Anglo informants, churchmen, and businessmen believed theuse of alcohol is the most serious problem of Indian townresidents but money mismanagement was listed as being
important also (see Fig. 9d). Reservation residents recognize

.this problem as shown in the organization of Navajo Alcoholics
Anonymous (knonymous 1965b, Anonymous 1965d, Chatber 1965).

Little antagonism toward other segments of either citywas shown by Indian informants but fights among Indian and
Spanish-speaking youths were mentioned. One Hopi man statedthat he did not like Negros and no Negro-Indian marriage wasnoted. In some respects, the Negros' attitude toward_ Flagstaffseems similar'to the Indian residents' views (see Sweitzer1965). Both recognize minimal prejudice in most inter-
personal relations but disliked available housing although theNegro buyer or renter has fewer choices. In general, theattitudes of Indian residents toward Flagstaff as a smallcity near Reservations in which to move and live are favorable.
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c,2jclusions __-

Participation in various city activities by Indian
residents is limited to certain city-sponsored programs or
events such as Winslow's Indian Center or Flagstaff's Pow
Wow although fewer individuals attend the latter. County
fairs and welfare programs have a few Navajo or Hopi
perticipants but summer Neighborhoods Youth Corps in both
cities included mare than a score of local Indian teenagers.
Thus governmental sponsored programs which attract or contact
Indian residents are economic (NYC and Welfare), recreational
(Indian Center, Pow Wow, and other events), and housing
(discussed elsewhere

The greatest participation by in-tawn Indian residents
in institutional activities, excluding children in school
systems, is in church congregations but here Flagstaff and
Winslow exhibit different patterns. It seems that while
Flagstaff has a greater variety of denominations, there is
less variety in attendance than in Winslow where Indian
members are found in more churches. This situation most
probably is a result of more concentrated Indian populations
in Winslow and the prasence of mission churches near heavily
Indian occupied neighborhoods. Flagstaff, on the other
band, contains a more scattered population but does contain
several mission system headquarters which tend to connect
the city with certain reservation areas via specific ties.
In both towns, Catholic and Latter Day Saints churches
contain consistent nuMbers of Indian Members. That Indians tend
tward, a, pentecostal or revivalistic group seems an over-
simplification.

Little Indian participation in special groups is indi-
cated and there are no Indian-composed social clubs or
associations as found in other cities (Aoldnalq641,,RitzenthRler
and Sellers l955).. The only all-Indian organization are
the Inter-Tribal Club, the Hopi Students' Club, and the
government of the Laguna Colony, all three specialized
groups in membership and function.
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Because of various factors such as the Museum of NorthernArizona, Northern Arizona University as a center for Indianhigher education in this part of the state, newspaper coverage,personal daily experience, governmental agency employment,_andeconomic impact, both direct and indirect, many Anglo residentsof Flagstaff and Winslow have favorable attitudes towardsIndian residents, but the stereotyped view is not completelyabsent. Prejudices seem individualized rather than group,and isolated but more antagonism exists between Spanish-speakers and Indians than with English speaking whites. TheIndian resident sees these two border towns as having economic,recreational, and material culture advantages as well asbeing near enough to Reservation-dwelling relatives, butdislike the money economy of the city and available housingwhich, we add, is a.general complaint by non-Indians as well.Drinking and economic problems are seen by Indians and non-Indians as problem areas. In general, Indian residents arefavorable toward town life but the nature of the sample ofcourse affects the validity of this conclusion. PerhapsReservation dwelling Indians have absorbed the pronouncementof some traders that town-life is potentially dangerous andharmful as Adams described (1953265, 274).

Thus, Zndian residents constitute a small component ofFlagstaff and Winslow whose limited participation in townaffairs reflects long standing cultural separateness andisolation from Anglo-based urban life. It is the "unique-ness" and "color" of these various native peoples and theirways of life which prompt many other townspeople to haveinitial interest, often leading to tolerance and empathy.



CHAPTER 6

COMPARISON AND coNcLumas
As noted in Chapt.er 1, anthropologicel studies of nativeAmericans in urban settings have become numerousin-,the lastdecade but many prob_lems remain to be investigated. Whilesuch studies are important contributions, comparison withthe Flagstaff and Winslow work is difficult because manyreports deal with specific aspects of urban acculturation,aspects which received little attention here. Generalcomparisons may be made, however, with some studies andspecific comparisons may be drawn with other works. A com-parison of conditions obtaining in Flagstaff and Winslowduring the early 1950s and those described for the mid1960's affords local historical comparisons. Concludingsections of the report will include major inferences fromthe aata presented, some comments on the process of urbanacculturation, and suggestions for future research.

Cam isons - The Urban _0 rtuniAy.

Previous researchers in this field have worked in largecities, usually long distances from reservation centers,medium-sized towns and cities closer to Indian populations,and in one smaller southwestern community close to variousreservations. Mejor cities such as Los Angeles, Milwaukee,
Albuquerque, Chicago, or St. Louis have had little or nocontact vith American Indians, except through recent relo-..cation programs, and Indian residents compose an exceedinglysmall percent of total city population. Economic impactof these families and individuals in these cities must benegligible. These large industrial cities are composed ofcomplex economic, social, and political systems, containmany cultural and racial components , and are distributedover a considerable geographical area.

The medium-sized towns and cities in which researchhas been done, such as Rapid City and Yankton, SouthDakota, seem to be more comparable to Flagstaff and Winslowin that these communities are closer to reservations andtherefore have been in contact with Indian populations for
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decades, especially since World War II. Resident Indians in
these cities composed a recognizable,familiar minority,.often
the largest or second largest minority component whose impact
on local economics was important. Unlike Flagstaff and
Winslow, these South Dakota towns had no Bureau of Indian
Affairs dormitory, no United Stat:3s Public Health Service
Indian Hospital, no institution of higher learning, and no
anthropological museum when studied. Rapid City, however,
has bad a social service center for Catholic Indians since
1948 as well as_service programs of other church groups
(White 1960:161). These cities or towns, at the time of
tudy, all contained between 10,000 and 25,000 inhabitants
and are therefore midway in political, economic, and social
complexity.

The studies of Indians living in a small community,
those of Luebben's in "Carbonate City", southern Colorado,-sr--illustrated a town farily near reservations but it had a
limited economic base, a simpler social and political system,
and cultural contacts only in selected or specific relation-
ships. Indian residents in "Carbonate City" composed a
sizable minority group whose economic impact was major but
whose contributions inother areas was minor (Luebben 1962,
1964a:9, 1964b). No governmental agency dealing with
Indians was located in this_mining community and other
institutions such as an Indian center, a college or
university, or a museum were absent.'

Thus, among the other urban communities studied, the
cities of 'Yankton and Rapid City contain more comparable
elements than do the others and fortunately, the reports of
Hurt, Lindquist, White, and Loverich, in cotbination, afford
comparable detailed_information. In addition, one community
study of a reservation "agency town", that of Pert Defiance
on the Navajo Reservation, provides some cowparable infor-
mation from an Anglo-founded enclave, a quite different
type of "urban" center from those mentioned above ;Bosch
1961).

HOUsiPP

Since published reports of studies in the larger cities
c-n ain little data on Indian resident housing, detailed



comparison must be made with
medium-sized-cities, particularlyRapid City. As in Flagstaff and Winslow, Indian occupiedhousing in Rapid City has changed since the end of World WarII. Researchers in this city during the early 1950'sreported that "camps" of Indians were located along a creekwhich ran through the city (Lovrich 1952, Lindquist 1952).These "camps" were composed of tents, tarpaper and woodenshacks, and an occasional house. Other Indian familieslived in low income areas near the creek "camps" but occupiedsomewhat better housing (Lindvist 1952:58-9). At the timeof Lindquist's study, one third of the Rapid City Indianswere classified as "Camp. Indians",

one third as "ShackIndians", and one third as "House Indians", :those who rentedor owned homes near the enclaved "camps". A few years later,White's etudy revealed that the "camp" pattern remained infour areas, but all city neighborhoods save one contained atleast a few Indian residents (1960:70-1). In addition, thecity government established the "Sioux Addition", a sub-division tract on the outskirts of town in which Indianfamilies could buy land for homes at reasonable prices. Whitereported that 40 families chose to move to the "Sioux Addition".
As in Flagstaff, a sequence of housing for Rapid City Indiansbegan with residence in a "camp", then proceeded to a rentedhouse in the area, and finally perhaps to ownership invarious neighborhoods (Lindquist 1952:60), but White remarkedthat many families remained in the "camps" for years (1960:178).

As one analysis the Rapid City repOrts, a rough similaritywith Flagstaff housing and settlement patteem change can beseen with respect to a developing
dispersal pattern of Indianresidents, a continuing occupancy in certain areas, theimportance of city-sponsored developments, and a probableimprovement of living conditions during the last decade.

As noted above, data on Indian housing in large citiesis largely unavailable, but as Ablon has stated, most SanFrancisco Bay Area relocates reside in "typical workingclass housing" and "...many have taken advantage of low-renthousing projects" while a few families have bought theirhomes (1964:298). Frequent moves by Indians in the_BayArea parallels the evidence.regarding Flagstaff residents:who appear in a series of city directories but with different
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addresses each time. Hurt described the Si ux Indians in
Yankton as not living in "...any racially segregated or single
residential zone but they reside wherever they can find
low-rental housing" (1962:227). The study by Ritzenthaler
and Sellers in Milwaukee indicated that concentrations of
Indian residents in "...older, less desirable areas of the
city...made up of rooming houses or furnished room dwellings"
were found and that only 12% of 306 families were home
owners (1955:153).

In "Carbonate City", Luebben st t d that local Navajos
occupied two localities in the settl m nt. A large concen-
tration lived in the north end of town, which included
homes owned by mining company, and a second group located
at the opposite end of the settlement, interspered among
Anglo homes. Luebben noted that "Houses occupied by'
Navajos, whether owned or rented, were generally inferi,Dr
to those occupied by Angles" (1964a:9).

Participati n in Urban Life

With respect to research in ma:,7or cities, no pan-Indian
social organizations such as Ablon (1964) has described for
the San Francisco area were found in Flagstaff or Winslow
with the possible exception of the "NAU Inter-Tribal Club".
Milwaukee in the mid 1950's had two Indian organizations,
one church sponsored, but one was not church connected.
However, 66% of the resident Indian families belonged to
no organizations except church congregations (Ritzenthaler
and Sellers 1955:155).

Participation in the various Anglo church-sponsore
Indian clubs in Rapid City was highest (about 65%) among
the "Middle Class Indians" according to White, but less than
one-quarter of these families belonged to non-religious
Anglo clubs or organizations (1960:203-4). The pattern of
church membership in Rapid City was described by White as
follows: The "Middle Class Indians" were mostly Catholics,
some "Middle Class" and "Transition Indians" were Episcopa-
lians, other "Transition Indians" and some "Camp Indians"
were Methodists, and the remaining "Camp Indians" belonged
to various pentecostal groups (1960:190). Again, this pattern
shows that the assumption of Indian preference for the pente-
-ostal or revivalistic groups is overly simplified, at least

urban settings.
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While other researchers do not detail Indian participation
in city recreation, special events, or institutional programs,
many students remark on the general lack of participation in
these aspects by Indians. Ablon has stated that "In the Bay
Area, Indians live in an open society of open associations,
yet they have tended largely to limit their contacts to other
Indians" (1964:303-4). On the other hand, Hurt has described
Indians in Yankton as "generally excluded from the social and
political activities of the community and they are rarely,
if ever, invited to join clubs or organizations containing
non-Indians and in city government they play only the role
of voters " (1962:227). Luebben has noted that even though

the "Carbonate City" Navajos constituted nearly one third of
the population, no Indian was on the school board, no Indian
representative sat on the town board, and no Navajo spokes-
man existed (1964a:9)

In so far as Indian attitudes toward city life is concerned,
comments that the city is "a jungle, a desert, a prison"_which
Verdet recorded in Chicago and St: Louis were not heard in
Flagstaff or Winslow (1961:2). According to White, the "Camp
Indians" in Rapid City saw that city as too crowded, having
too many regulations, and no room for children to play (1960:
173). The opinions of many Flagstaff and Winslow Indj.an
informants were similar, but were usually economic in tone,
rather than legal or recreational. White reported that about
70% of the "Camp Indians" thought that the city was "hard
to get used to".and nearly 40% preferred the inconveniences
of the reservation to the economic responsibilities of city
life (1960:173). They remained in town only because of jobs.
On the other hand, White's "Middle Class" group disliked the
reservation and were almost totally committed to the urban
milieu (19604182). _A similar spectrum of opinions, relative
to various categories of orientation,and acculturation has
been described by Hodge (1965) and Hurt (1962).

Attitudes of Non-Indian

The general attitudes of non-Indian city residents
toward their Indian fellow citizens as summarized for ?lagstaff
and Winslow is in contrast to those attitudes reported by
Saski for the Fruitland area of northwestern New Mexico in
which ...
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The Tavajo as a whole have been consideredinferior human beings, with "more illegiti-mate children than any other group of peoplein the United States". Their dress, thei-language, the outlying section of town wherethey gathered, all have militated againstthem. The few "educated" Indians, holdingjobs in garages, trading posts, laundries,and restaurwats have apparently won respect.The
"half-educated" Navajos, however, :lavebeen considered "smart alecks", "no goods".The uneducated were "just plain ignorant",but at least they were said to keep theirword and, in general, to be more trust-worthy than the others (1960:34).

As Zpicer: has remarked,
stereotyped attitudes such as

these probably result from Indian resident contacts withSpanish-American and Anglos in the lower status brackets who
form standard opinions and class-caste feelings about in-town
Indians (1962:358).

With regard to
Pueblo-dwelling Indians in or cear Anglo

urban centers. La Farge's observations regarding Rio Grande
Pueblo Indians in the Santa Fe-Los

Alamos-Taos-Albuquerque
zone seems to be similar to the Hopi-Anglo situation innorthern.Arizona. La Farge states that ...

Tribal Indians move freely about the zoneto work and study, some settle in towns,some commute. They are found in skilledand
semi-prOfessional positions, and Inbusinesses of their own. They and thucommunity are ready for intermingling with-out talk of

"assimilation". As a resultthe Indians are no more segregated than isanyone having the choice of either livingon the farm or going to the city. Thishappy, positive example could be overbalancedby innumerable wretched, negative ones.Both serve to emphasize a principle thatdisintergrationalists usually ignore - thatis, in whatever way, Indians are to be urged

6
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to leave home, both the comniunities that
receive them and the Indiaas, must be ready
far each other. This Condition rar ly
exists (1957:43)

La Farge's underlining the last point emphasizes themportance of non-Indian attitudes toward Indians as urbanresidents in the urban acculturation process. While LaFarge does not discuss the possible factors underlying "thishappy, positive example", it should be remembered that thisarea of New Mexico contains a long historical period ofcultural contact (peaceful and not peaceful), a record ofeconomic growth in recent decades, opportunities for Federaland State governmental
employment, proximity of large andmedium urban centers to reservations or pueblo lands, andseveral institutions of.higher education and museums.

Employment_

Comparative inforyetian regarding job type can be drawnfrom Hurt's paper, the data collected by Graves and co-workers,and a recent census of Los Angeles Indian residents (Price1966). Hurt has stated that Sioux wage earners in Yanktongenerally held unskilled jobs with only a few Indiansemployed in skilled occupations such as auto mechanics,house painter: or radio parts assembler (1962:227). NoYankton Indian resident5were "white collar" workers orprofessional persons. As consistent with governmentalpolicy, Graves and associates found that 85% of their studiedsample of Navajo relocates held semi-skilled jobs and hadreceived vocational training (Graves and others 1965).Price's work in Los Angeles during April of 1966 revealedthat from a sample of 625 adult Indian individuals, 7.3%held professional occupaticas, 39.2% held skilled jobs,and 28.5% were unskilled workers (Price 1966:4). Detailedcomparisons of these data with the Flagstaff and Winslowresearch is difficult since specific occupations are notdiscussed in the above reports, but occupations held byIndians in Flagstaff and Winslow could be grouped irarbughlysimilar categories as Price shows for Los Angeles Indians.Professional Indian residents in Flagstaff and Winslow holdjobs in engineering, social service, nursing, and education
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fields and work for
governmental agencies. A larger group

work in skilled or semi-skilled
positions in

construction,
ordinance handling and processing, and

maintenance fields.

A third group, the largest, hold unskilled jobs in construc-

tion,
tourism-related services, and lumber

industries. Such

a picture of
Indian-held

occupations is different from Yankton,

South Dakota, and Denver Indian
residents but is roughly

similar to the pattern of the Los Angeles worker sample,
about half of whom were

"self-relocated" (Price 1966:5).Employer attitude in Yankton
described by Hurt was one

of reluctance to hire Indian employees largely because of
poor

performance by them
(1962:227). But "The Yankton Indians

frequently acknowledge
thisdescrimination as largely

justified, but they object to an Indian with good work habits
being penalized by the bad behavior of scale meMbers of his
race" (Hurt

1962227). Graves and
co-workers have noted that

in general, employers of Denver Navajo workers were pleased
with their Indian employees, but the employers did list lack

of
initiative,

communication problems, and drinking problems

as bad traits of some Navajos (Graves and others 1965).
Employer attitude in Winslow and Flagstaff seems to be
similar to the opinions above but a more

favorable atti ude

is more common toward
professional, skilled, or semi-skilled

Indian workers whose work habits are probably
sufficient. A

less favorable attitude is often held by employers regarding
unskilled workers.

Indian Residents 1-11

anLdWn$loW 1952 a d 1965As part of a Bureau of Indian Affairs study of border
towns carried out in 1951, Flagstaff, Winslow, and the Indian

Village near Bellemont
were described by

Lautzenheiser and
others (1952) and by Cadman and others (1952). These 1952
reports afford an

opportunity for historical comparison
with certain aspects of the present study.
ElAg2sraff

DernoQrapb

As can be seen from Fig. 5, the
distribution of Indian

population between Flagstaff and Bellemont was quite
different in the early 1950's than what it is today. Many
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more Indians lived at Bellemont than in Flags aff at this
time but a large proportion of the Si Indian families in
Flagstaff (nearly 40%) had lived in town for four years or
more (Lautzenheiser and others 1952:37). While over half
of the Hopi families had been residents for four years or
more, only one-quarter of the Navajo families had_been town-
dwellers for the same number of years. Lautzenheiser and
associates found that the Flagstaff Indian residents
frequently moved within the town in search for better
housing. Since 1952, Flagstaff -city directories show that
in general more Hopi families have been residents longer
than many Navajo families and that a change of address
as shown from directory to directory is more frequent for
Navajo families.

Amployment and Ec nomies

Lautzenheiser and associates.indicated that almost
half of the employed Hopi Flagstaff residents had worked
for the same employer for four years or longer and almost
all were Navajo Army Depot workers, then Navajo Ordinance
Depot (1952:39). But less than 20% of Flagstaff Navajo
'esidents had worked for this length of time at one job.
In addition to N.A.D. employment, which included about
200 Indians, resident Indians worked in grocery stores,
cafes, laundries, service stations, and as painters and
leather workers. Lautzenheiser and co-workers estimated
that the Indian residents of Flagstaff and Bellemont
contributed one million dollars to the local economy
(1952:36). At present, the jobs held by Indian residents
are more varied but N.A.D. employment is still important._
Total economic impact of local Indian residents is probably
between two and threemillion dollars, but "Reservation
trade" is much greater.

Housing

During the time of the Bureau of Indian Affairs study,
nearly all Flagstaff Indian residents were renting one or
two room houses for $30.00 to $35.00 per month (see McCoMb
and others 1951:107-110 for Gallup housing at this time).
About two-thirds of the houses had outside toilets and as
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many had outside water sources as had inside taps ( ,autzenheiserand others 1952:20-41). Hopi families lived in what is_nowcalled Bast Flagstaff, in the Guadalupe-South San FranciseoStreet area, and in the western sections df town whileNavajos resided in neighborhoods south of Highway 66. ClarkHomes apparently coLtained only one or two Indian families,if any, and Brannen Hmes was being constructed. CertainlyIndian occupiecl 7:lousing has generally improved because ofcity growth, increasing Indian ownership, city-run housing,and greater Indian famil zity with urban housing.

Partl.sjzzatAsyLln

Lautzenheiser and associates found that about half ofthe Flagstaff Hopi families with children in local schoolsbelonged to Parent-Teacher
Association but only a littleover one-quarter of the Navajo families were members (1952:46). However, activa participation was lacking. A littleless than half of Hopi and Navajo families.in Flagstaffattended a church or mission with the Navajo preferringmissions and the Yopi atf-ending churches (Lautzenheiserand others 1952:46). No Indian member was found in anycivic organizations except veterans' groups and P.T.A. andthere was little active participation. The general pictureof Indian participation in town life has not changedappreciably since the early 1950's except that a smallnutber of Indian residents do participate in special eventsor programa such as Neighborhood Youth Corps, County Fair,and other events.

Lautzenheiser and co-workers summarized their findingsby listing "Problems faced by Indians" which included a lackof adequate housing at rents that could be afforded, a laekof adequate knowledge of domestic health and sanitation,little feeling of being a part of the town,.and lack of°community spirit", slowness of Flagstaff citizenry torealize that many Indians were permanent residents, andfinally a "desire on the part of the community of Flagstaffto set Indians apart as a curiosity and A tourist
attraction" (1952:50). Housing is still a problem andinterest in the community is low. Probably many non-Indi ncitizens have not recognized the permanent residency of s me



families. The attraction of tourists to Flagstaff because"Indians" continues to be promoted.

AglaglIzei_z_gmaarAelat

At the time of the study of Cadman and co-workers, about400 Indians resided in Winslow. By actual cdunt, 335 Indianindividuals were::recorded; it was thought that they accountedfor about 80% of Winslow's
Indian population at the time(Cadman and oth,n's 1952:51).. As in Flagstaff,

Cadman_andassociates found that about three-quarters of the 'Hopifamilies interviewed (28 of 35 families) has lived in Wins o_for four years or longer but only about a third of inter-viewed Navajo families had been Winslow residents for thesame length of time (1952:51). Paralleling the data fromlater city directories,- Winslow Indian residents did not seemto move within the city. Winslow's Indian population hasabout doubled in the latt 14 years as shown in Fig. 5-

entlymnomic
It WAS determined by Cadmanam4Hothers that a little overhalf of the Hopi wage earners interviewed had worked for oneemployer for four years or more but that only la% of Navajoworkers had similar work records (1952:52). Of course,Navajo length of residence affects such a comparison. Apattern of seasonal employment was found for eleven Nava ofamilies and one Hopi family. Cadman and co-workers didnot enumerate job type or economic impact. At present,Indian residents are employed by the United States PublicHealth Service Hospital, the Bureau of Indian AffairsDormitory, the Santa Pe Railroad, and service industriesrelated to tourism as described in Chapter 4.

OUii

In 1952, Winslow Indian residents lived in a squatters'camp near the united States Public Health Service Hospitain :cental units elsewhere in the town, or in self-ownedhomes, but Indian neighborhoods are not located in Cadman'sreport. No Navajo family owne0 a home; but nine Hopifamilies were owners. Ten famj.lies, nearly evenly divided
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between Hopi and Navajo families, were squatters and_the
remaining 49 families rented houses orapartments or lived
in the Laguna Colony (Cadman and others 1952:54). Living
conditions were better in self-owned or rented houses than
in the squatters' camp or the Laguna Colony with respect
to flush toilets, inside water supply, and electricity;
houses in the squatters' camp did not have these utilities
and the Lagunz: Colony had only electricity. As described
for Flagstaff, some families rented one room nnits in
older motels or apartment structures. Cadman and associa es
noted that difficulties were faced by Indian families
seeking rentals (1952:55). Apparently, Indian residents
have remained in areas in the western end of Winslow and
general conditions have improved somewhat but are-still
inadequate in some localities, especially in the "Southside"
neighborhoods. Indian residents still have difficulty in
securing adequate housing at rents they can afford. Older
motels and apartment units have continued as popular rentals.
The number of Hopi home owners continues- to be greater than
Navajo owners.

tion in Urban Life

Unlike Flagstaff, about half of all Indian families
whose children attended public schools belonged to P.T.A.
and considered themselves active members7 two individuals
had held offices in the group (Cadman and others 195256).
Nearly all other Winslow social organizations die not nave
Indian members. Only three families had reeeive4 aid from
local welfare or service z-gencies. No data on church or
mission meMbership was given by Cadma and associates.
Regarding law enforcement, Cadman and co-workers -elated
that "Indian residents of Winslow do not make a- undue
proportion of the law enforcement problem QC i community
nor do they feel any undue grievance as a result of police
or court action" (1952:58). In general, the Anglo attitude
towards Indian residents was one of tolerance but not full
acceptance (Cadman and others 1952:59). This attitude seems
to have continued. At present, participation in civic
activities by Winslow Indians is selective as described in
Chapter 5 and few-individuals belong to social organizations.
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coNcusrots

Malor Findiass from the Survey

In terms of the demography of Indian urban residents inFlagstaff and Winslow, a slow growth of that population seemslikely. The heavy influx of Indian individuals and familiesinto Flagstaff during the 1950's seems to have tapered offbut may increase again somewhat if current national warefforts continues and the Indian Village at Bellemont isclosed or if Flagstaff attracks many new industries. Thepercent of total city population that is Indian continuesto decrease even though their group increases: this is dueto the growth of the Caucasian population, particularlyEnglish-speaking. The number of Indian males and femalesin town seems to indicate the non-existence of a large groupof single male workers. Winslow demographic data is lesscomplete but it is inferred that Winslow Indian residentsare a slow growing, nsn-CaucaSian minority who comprise thelargest non-white group in that town. In both communities,many more Navajos are residents than Hopi or other tribalgroups and this is consistent with reservation populationsize. Many persons of other tribes, Southwestern and non-Southwestern, are comparatively new arrivals.

Patterns of settlement in Flagstaff show a dispersedIndian population in nearly every neighborhood or enumerationdistrict, but the Armory, Guadalupe, South San FranciscoStreet, and Sunnyslope areas contain a majority. Thisdispersed pattern brings the Indian and non-Indian citizeninto contact and possibly facilitates social tolerance. InWinslow, the Indian poptaation is more concentrated as aresult of several economic, social, and demographic
factors. In both towns, governmental housing is important,but less so in Winslow, Housing seems improved in thelast decade, but continues to be varied in quality.

From the gross demographic figures of northern Arizonacounties, neighborim Reservations, and from the communitiesunder discussion, it say be seen that this region of Arizonais heavily Indian in Fopulation, land occupancy, and culturalheritage. It may be hypothesized that the sizable non-urban

6 9
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Indian populations, including the widely different Navajo and
Hopi who furnish clear majority of urban residents, in geo-
graphic proximity to medium sized Anglo urban areas, now
influence the urban centers as much as the towns influence
the Reservation population, but only in certain aspects.
Certainly in Flagstaff and Winslow, the impact of neighboring
native cultures is evident in consumer economics and certain
aspects of material culture and the impact of urban centers
on reservation populations is also evident in these sectors
as has been documented by many students (for example, see
Moyer and clark 1965). Of course, the transmission, of other
aspects such as religious concepts, language, or other
economic features is one way, from city to reservation. If .

the demographic situation were such that larger Anglo urban
centers were neighboring much smaller native groups whose
population growth was less or non-existent, the cultural
influence of those urban centers would be much greater than
the flow of influence from the reservations to cities. Such
seems to be the case in the Rapid City studies, and in
Yankton, South Dakota. Native cultural conservatism,
however, is an important variable.

At the present situation, urban Indian resident! in
Flagstaff and Winslow, as they move to live within these
centers, change their demographic environment and with this
change to minority status, cultural dominence shifts.
However, it the presence of reservation to urban influence
as based on demographic strengtkand proximity, Flagstaff and
Winslow are.environments containing many elements familiar
to reservation dwellers.

Indian residents n both towns are found in nearly every
employment cmtegory, from professional to 1014 status levels
but many are unskilled or semi-skilled workmen. Profdesional
and skilled individuals are increasing, mainly because of
governmental agency employment. Some employers tend to
believe Hopi employees are "tetter workers" but others see
their Indian employees as individuals rather than meMbers of
a tribal group. The_existence of various military, health,
educational, and social service governmental agencies in
Flagstaff and Winslow and the number of jobs available in
these installations is probably important an attraction for
persons contemplating a move. The economic impact of local
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Indians as small but the reservation-based
consumer trade ts_recognized as quite important to the economics of both towns.In other border towns, however, more mass media advertisingis aimed at reservation customers.

.Indian residents tend to remain removed from much ofcity social activity partly by choice, lack of interest,and lack of unde.:standing of these activities, and partlybecause of Anglo attitudes-although both towns seem openand liberal in inter-racial relations. It is inferred thatthe "separateness" of the Indian components in both townshas resulted from the'cultural differences described. byAnglos as "color", from self-imicosed non-participation, andfram Anglo attitudes, each factor reinforcing the others.Indian participation in city life seems to be selectivecity housing developments, same recreational activities,-nslow's Indian Center, and a few other activities such asbands, special events, and specialized groups such as geigh-borhood Youth Corps. Church membership and church partici-pation is fairly common however. Anglo townspeople whenthinking of the social status of Indian residents, oftenplace them in a seperate but approximately equal positionto the Spanish-speaking citizens.

Indian residents are attracted to _cities by theavailability of jobs, and other economic factors. Thisconclusion is quite parallel to that of Graves and associates(1965), McGregor (1946:83), and other researchers. ButIndian informants were vocal in disliking other aspects ofcity living such as available housing, money needed fordaily life, and other'specific urban characteristics.Flagstaff and.Winslow are viewed as fairly adequate townsin which to live by Indian residents but it is doubtfulif many consider themselves as vermanent residents.

"The acceleration of acculturation processes as obtain ngin communities of at least several thousand inhabitantsseems evident from the _data as the Indian must learn enddeal with a larr:er bodY of unfamiliar social, economic,and political pattrns in a town or city. There are more
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change inducing stimuli in the city which involve values,
material culture, economic exchange systems, settlement
pattern, social control, and so on. The Indian resident
of flagstaff and Winslow, as an urban citizen, has placed
himself in a different cultural setting which contains aquite different complex of stimuli requiring some type ofreaction, a complex not equalled in variety to innovations_
present on his reservation. One may say that those migrating
Indian families and individuals who accept t'Ae acceleration
may be successful in their urban experienz. those who
cannot, return home. The first hypothesis, then, seems
supported, albeit overly simplified.

Factr- that seem to make cities such as Flagstaff and
Winslow "easier" places for Indians to establish residenceare medium size, proximity to Reservation homes, a generallytolerant social climate as resulting from various sovrcesof favorable attitudes, employment opportunities preoanby governmental agencies and installations, and culalcontaet of long duration. The attitudes of InAians in
Chicago and St. Louis as recorded by Verdet and the high
rate of return to reservation homes by relocated Navajos
in Denver as reported by Graves and associates (1965) seemto indicate serious adjustment problems encountered by
Indian residents living in large cities awey from tradi-
ional homelands. However, Martin has stated that "adaptive-Uke" behavior is more frequently shown by Navajos in an

un-named Southwestern metropolitan area than by Choctaw orSiowt (1964:294). Martin has suggested that "...the passive
and cooperative nature of the llavajo is the most plausible
explanation for their better performance" (,1964:294). Largecities may contain greater employment opportunities, butthis advantage seems offslt by disadvantages of great social
complexity without social_integration and tolerance of thevarious components, t dilution of favorable attitudesemanating from various sources, if any, and very little
famiLiarity with or cogniznnce of the American Xndianpopulations. Small towns, L;uch as. uCarbonate City", seem .tobffer few choices in evioyment, housing, or individual
roles, and situatior.s of personal intolerance probably havegreater impact.
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The similarity of many aspects of American Indian urbanacculturation as found in Flagstaff, Winslow, Rapid City,and the Santa Fe, New Mexico, area as described by LaFarge,seems to result from the fact that these medium size citiesas a group are characterized by the factors listed above,factors which do not exist in larger cities or =taller.towns. All factors seem to operate simultaneously and in areinforcing manner; it appears that other southwesternborder towns not containing one or more of the attributesare_considered by Indians as being less desirable forresidence and by Anglos as less tolerant of Indian residentsin general. ThUs, the third hypothesis seems generallysupported by survey research and comparisons.

As noted in various discussions of data above, Hepiurban residents own more homes than Navajo tesidents, oftenhave lived in town longer than many Navajo persons, haveoften held a job longer than Navajo workers, andeare some-times thought to be better employees than Navajos by someemployers. Zf such general patterns indicate less dieruptiveeffects of town living than those effeets experienced byNavajos, survey research has supportea the fourth hypothesisas stated. Anglo observers in both toues often noted thatHopi residents have had fewer adjustment problems thanNavajos, but of course there are individual exceptions thatshould not be overlooked.

There seems to be a complex of factors that partiallyexplain this phenomenon. The level of socio-cultural inte-gration of Hopi culture is more similar to the Anglo patternof life than is the Navajo. Settlement pattern and complexsystems of economic production and distribution are similaraspects in Hopi and Anglo culturJ, aspects that may- initiallyaffect urban success. Perhaps greater familiarity withEnglish and othereskilis needed for city living on the partof individual Hopi are important factors also. To.useDozier's descriptive term, Hopi end other Pueblo groups may"compartmentalize" aspects of Anglo culture, that is,certain features of foreign cultures are practiced but arenot incorporated into traditional lifeways (1961:175-78).This compartmentalization of Anglo urban patterns mayenable a traditional Hopi individual to successfully
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in town and continue traditional practice as well. The Navajo,
on the other band, may incorporate many Anglo features while
attempting to maintain traditional ways but is comparatively
unsuccessful in the attempt. Thus, it appears that certain
attributes of modern Hopi culture may indeed explain relative
success of Hopi urban residents as compared to Navajo town
dwellers

Students of urban acculturation of native American
groups are in the process of developing theoretical frame-
works based on extant descriptive data. Wbile there are
many statements, descriptions, and discussions of cultural
change, .acculturation, and allied concepts, there are now_
also a few works dealing with the contact situation termed
urban acculturation in this report. In Rdbert Redfield's'
cLassic discussion of the "folk-urban continuum", settlements
in the Yucatacan Peninsula were arranged along a gradient of
complexity in order of their secularization, economic self
sufficiency, and internal unity with the capital city of_
Merida as the urban end of the continuum (1941). Redfield's
continuum from folk society to urban society has been
critisized and modified by several researchers but is still
an important conceptual tool. However, Redfield's ideas
cannot by fully utilized here since this report contains no
data on reservation Communities, the intermediate and
erminal positions of his continuum.

A few years after Redfield's work, Florence Hawley
examined acculturation of the Rio Grande Pueblo area with_
reference to individualized adjustment processes, including
these obtaining in ul7ban centers .(1948). der paper con-
tained instructive diagrams which compared tile differing
roles of the individual in the Indian pueblos, the Spanish-
American villages, -in the Anglo city, and finally the role
of the Indian in the "White American Urban System."
Hawley concluded that...

The Indian moving into an Anglo town or
city finds himself in a position parallel
to that of the Anglo as an individual of
a simple family which stands as nucleus
of the whole. He has exchanged the secure

7 (*
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backgrouLd et his extended family for a
very tenno relationship with White
families which he knows but with utich
he rarely is familiar. He is controlled
by a .secular government but has no direct
relations to it (except in

. law enforcement)
...The effect of town life on the Indian
in general is Limitation and constriction
of hiE; universe, even though that universe
is a part of the large whole of a modern
nation (1948:621-22)

In. White's study, the folk-urban continuum was employed
since White believed that Dakota Indian culture was rapidly
moving from "...a typical folk culture to an urban culture
(1960:4). But to Hurt, the use of this framework seemed
inappropriate; Hurt has remarked that "The path of absorptionin the Ynakton community is not a single track because thiscity has a composite cultural pattern and ...an Indian
migrating to the city can integrate into an economically
depressed class.., or the middle class of skilled or semi-
skilled laborers, or he may join the ranks of the unemployed...." (1962:230). The folk-urban continuum has not been
utilized by more recent researchers since it is a framework
for describing society-wide changes, not transculturalization
of the individual of acculturation of urban-based sub-groups.

Since it is evident that Indian individuals, not Indian
societies, move from reservation to towns and cities, recent
researchers have established,at least three different
typologies of Indian urban residents. Hurt has based his
classificati,on of the resident's reaction to his social
environment which may be rejecting, selecting, or accepting
and on the cultural orientation of the resident, that is,
reservation, migration, or urban (1962:228). Hurt found
that about 40% of the Yankton Indians could be classified
as selective, urban oriented individuals (1962:229). Hurt's
flexible categories are useful but he only described each
type and did not furnish criterion. The Rapid City studies
employed a typology which was based on type and location of
housing and economic factors; hence, White discusses "Camp
Indians", "Transition Indians", and "Middle Class Indians",
terms based in part on those of Lindquist and Loverich
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except their "House Indians" has been changed to "Niddle ClassIndians". These categories are described rather than definedby the Rapid City researchers.

Hodge s recent Albuquerque study ,7ontains a typologywhich deliniates permanent or non-permanent residents, thelatter subdivided into "traditional" and "Anglo-modified"
types (1965). These resident types are defined and describedand seem to be the most applicable to Flagstaff and Winslow.Hodge defines a permanent resident as a person who preferscity life to reservation life, resides in the city, andconsiders his residence as permanent; the non- permanentresident also lives in the city but prefers reservation lifeand regards his residence as only temporary. The traditionalNavajo resident (Hedge studied only Navajos) speaks littleor no English, lives a marginal economic life in the city,and desires to return to the reservation as soon as possibleto continue traditional patterns. The Anglo-modified Navajoindividual also desires to return to the reservation butwishes to live and work in a major reservation community suchas Tuba City, Window Rock, or Chinle where he hopes to inte-grate traditional Navajo and modern Anglo aspects of life.Certainly many Flagstaff and Winslow Indian residents may bedescribed and discussed using Hodge!t categoriesblit the smallsample of the various tribal groups represented in bothcities makes application of Hodge's categories difficult.Graves and associates have not established a typology ofresidents but prefer to utilize various models (DecisionModel, Assimilation Model,and Economic Adjustment Model)in their studies (Graves and others 1965).

The typolog es described above are necessary to anunderstanding of the urban acculturation proces3, but otherfacets must be included for a more complete examination.Certainly personal decision and expectations can be veryimportant factors regarding adjustment or lack of adjustment
as various researchers have noted (see Graves and others1965; Hawley 1948:623: or Hodges 1965). One might utilize
Spiceir four part division of the cultural contact
situation, that is, assimilative, replacement, fusional, orisolative social and cultural integration (1961;528-34).As one type of contact coMMtnity, Spicer'sees the urban

7
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center as "characterized by linkage in economic and a varietyof other areas without administrative
centralization, highlyvariable role networks, and urban structural instability"(1961:526).

A move to Anglo towns and cities means a change incultural milieu which includes additional changes in demo-graphic, social,_and economic environments. Such changesbring Indian residents into contact with situations whichtend to accelerate acculturation but the type of urbancommunity will affect the speed of acceleration and factorscpf personal choice. It is believed that the medium-sizedcity containing certain characteristics.provides sufficientalternatives as well as a conclusive social climate for theoptimum functioning of the urban acculturation process andthe formation of plural cultural groups.

Components in the examination of urban acculturationprocess thus include the characteristics of tha reservationculture and its proximity to urban centers, the decisionsand expectations of the migrant, the urban community and itsattributes, the changes entailed by migration, and anapplicable typology of Indian residents.

Au_ esti o

Since thepresent research was designed as a survey only,a future study of Flagstaff, Winslow, or both towns shouldinclude greater detailed information in all areas, moreinformants, Anglos, Indian and others, and sharper definitionof hypotheses. Of course, such a re-study should be longerthan three months and have more than two workers. Specificquestions relative to Flagstaff, Winslow, and general urbanacculturation in northern Arizona it...qht include the following;
1. Do pueblo-dwelling and non-pueblo dwelling Indianpeople differ in their attitude toward city life?
2. Do persons from reservation "agency towns"

experience fewer social, housing, and empl ymentproblems than persons from smaller, more t-aditionalcommunities and areas?
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What is the average age of migrating individuals
and families? is there a significant difference
between tribal groups?

4. What are some reasons for migrants leaving towns
and returning to reservation homes? Are these
reasons similar to the factors obtaining in
larger cities where migrants are largely relocateee.'

5 Do persons who have lived in border town dormitories
as children have greater "success" as adults in
these towns than those persons who have not had
this experience?

6. How might "urban success' or "urban adjus ment"
be functionally defined?

On a broader scale, theoretical and comparative workmight be accomplished regarding the "self-relocated" and
"government-relocated" city dwellers and the possible
differences between them. Typological schemes previously
described might be re-examined for comparable features;
perhaps widely applicable categories could be devised.
The folk-urban continuum might be tested by research in
reservation communities of various types and border towns.
Pinally,_comparison.of American Indian urban residents and
other urban groups having non-urban cultural heritages wouldbe instructive.

The present survey has been designed to reveal some
factual material of interest to various persons and to
delimit areas of future study. it has shown that the urban
migration picture as described by Vogt for the Navajo as well
as other groups is in great need of research. Vogt states
that...

Recently Pueblos and Spanish-Americans
have also drifted into Anglo-American
towns and cities as have Navajos , and
in some towns, such as Flagstaff. Arizona,
thero are "across-the-tracks" neighborhoods
composed of Indians, Spanish-Americans, and
Negros (1961:308).
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Research in the field of urban acculturation is increasing
and_work is needed in various types of cities and towns with
various native American groups. It ia-hoped that2this report
partially fills a gap in research of American Indian urban
residents representing various tribal groups in two medium-
si%ed Southwestern towns near major reservations.



Name

Place:

Position:

Years in Flagstaff (City born; Arizona born):

Type of contact:

Estimate Flagstaff's Indian Population:

Estimate economic impact of "Indian trade" and on
Reservation) to ciy ecOnomy:

Indians discriminated against?
(running for election)
("Indian problem"?)

Indian contribute to Flagstaff as "Anglo" town.

As you know, Hopi and Navajo have differ < ys c'f living -which do you think would have an eP,sier ,ljusting toFlagstaff as a city?

Any Indian friends or neighbors?

78

endix A: Form for Anglo Residents



Name:
Address:
Age:

en
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Long Form for Indian Residents

Census No.

Married: yes Po
No. Children

Tribe:
Clan: Time in Flagstaff:
Spouse same tribe:
Reservation Home:
Keep sheep or farming plot on Reservation:
Have home on Reservation:
Pather's occupation when young:
Lived in other "border towns"?:

Lived in Reservation towns

ived worked in °the_ towns

agstaff Home; ren_
No. rooms:
(relationship)

n build own land
o. people in Household

Furnishings (appliancei, furniture rugs

Util' les waters plumbing, electricity, gas

e of home: (house, apartment, traile
HOW long in present home:
Other Flagstaff homes:
If rent, how was house found?:
Education: (highest grade comp e ed
Any vocational training?:
Kids in school?:
Work: (present or m5st recen
Job type & description:
Other Flagstaff jobs:
Union? Wo
How was job found?:
Crafts as suppliment?:
Annual Family Iricome
Sources:
Comments on

k with o he Indians:
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Do you thInk Indian people who are newcomers to Flagstaffa t or dress
differently than those who have livedhere a long time?

Do you think Indian people are treated ok1 fairly in town?
Has anyone been arrested by Police since you. have been livin/

here?

do you think is the "No.in town have?
UI

problem that Indian people

Do you think at Indian Center like the one in Winslow wouldhelp Indian in town? (What might it do)
Do you think Hopi or Navajo people has an easier time gettingused to living in a city?

WU there be more Indian people living in town in thefuture? (Indians in city government? Ever voted inelection?)

HoW many Indian people on this list do you know (add to?)
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Flagstaff life:
Native Language in home?
Belong to Church, political, etc. grou_s?
Vit with Indian friends? (frequently, how many know,

know any non-Hopi or Navajo)
Visit_with non-Indian friends? (frequency, how many know)Relatives or married children living in towrt?

When was first visit to Flagstaff?
Remember much about it?
Reasons for living in Flagstaff?

What do you not lik_ about living in Flagstaff?

What do you lik_e about living in Flagstaff?

What do you not like about living on Reservation?

What do you like about living on Reservation?

Do you plan to go back to Reservation to live? (when old)

How often do you go back to Reservation to visit?

Who do you usually visit?

Reasons for going back?

Do you send money or food to r latives when you go back?

Do you get money or food, etc. from relatives on Reservation?

Have you bought anything on time whil- in Flagstaff? (stillowe? Bank account?)

When you are sick do you go to Indian Hospital or any doctor?

What do you do for recreation or entertainment? (TV, Club 66
or other bard,;, movies, etc.)

Do relatives come to visit you often? usually)



appendix C: Shorter Form for Indian R sidents
Name:
Address:

Time in Flagstaff/linslow?

Tribe:

Married-Single-Other
No. Children:

Where did you live bcfore moving to Flags ff/Winslow?
Where do you work?

How long?
What do you like about living in Flagstaff/Winslow?

What do you dislike about livii in Flagstaff/Winslo
What do you 34.1te about living on the Reservation?

What do you dislike_ about living on the Reservation?
What do you do for recreation?

Do you think Indian people a' treated _irily in t(

What do you think is the "N 1 roblem that Indf peopleliving in town have?
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